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SI'MIiARY

This study is a rorking paper on nonitoring strategies used in t,he
U.K.', the FRG and the USA to assess exposure to airborne chemical sub-
stances. After a brief description of the basic philosophy on monitor-
ing strategies, the requirenents for nonit.oring froa the different le-
ga1 systeEs in the three count,ries are presented. The Eonitoring
strategies are divided into small separate entities to faciritate com-
parison. Successively the initial assessment, surveys which are non-
routine moni-toring, the routine roonitoring and their different ele-
menta are presented. special euphasis is Laid on how the different el-
enents that can be discerned are covered in practice. A description of
reporls of rnonitoring data concludes the presentation of the monitor-
ing strategies. In a final chapter a discussion is given on the mate-
rial presented.

' See list of abbrevation! and aymbols





1. INIRODUCIION

This report is a working docutnent that provj.des an out.Iine of the sit-
uation in t.he UK, PRG and USA. It gives the possibility t,o make some

comparisons. It j.s not to be considered as a scientific evaluation of
t,he monitoring strategies in the three countries.
It. is not .rn exhaustive study covering all details and giving defini-
tive ansrers. The results of this study are intended to be used in the
discussion in the Netherlands and to stinulate guestions. This working
document will hopefully lead to a rnonitoring strateEy in the Nether-
lands. It seems wise to use the practical experierrce that has been
gained in other countrj.es.

The three count,ries were selected for different reasons. The USA was

chosen because the thinking on monitoring strateg'ies stalted in this
country and because thele has been guite some practical experience
wi.th the NIOSH scheme. Furt,herilore d.ifferent aspects of the US moni-
toring strategies have been object of scientific debate and are re-
ported in the literature. The FRG and the UK form part of this study
because, to a cert,ain extent, their legal systems are comparable with
the Dut,ch legal system, because they have a nr:mber of years of ocperi-
ence in applying monitoring strategies, and because they are EC part-
ners. The differences betlveen the tv,o lastmentioned monitoring strate-
gies, which may best be characterized by 'Griindlichkeitt and tas far
as reasonably practicable', rrere the reason for including the two
countries in this srtudy. Other EC partners either do not have a g'ener-
a1 monitoring st.rategy, or have too tittle experience to lraErant a
substantial extension of the study by high-lighting new points of
view.
Of course there are monitoring strategies issued by nationaL and
supranational bodies for specific eubstances (e.9. lead, asbestos).
These have not been an object of study because by their nature they
cannot be considered monitoring strategies on a general level. Other
general monitoring strategies by international bodies have not been
explicitly included because of lack of pract,ical experience rrith these
strateqies.

It was guite difficult, to find a form suitable for comparing the dif-
ferent monitoring strategies. Therefore the present report is a com-
promise.
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One optj.on rras to describe the thlee monitoring strateg.ies, and to
analyse them for differences or similarities. This option was rejected
because the contents of the resulting report would to a large extent
have been based on the personal judgernent of the authors.
For this reason the three monitoring strategj.es have been divided into
smaIl elenents. Every element is reported country by country. An ad-
vantage of this approach is that it is easy for the reader to see how
the different elements are treated in the three countries. One draw-
back of this approach is that the description of the procedures in the
*ifferent countries sometimes has to be trristed to a certain extent i_n

order to fit the general scheme, and that inevitably there wiII be a
nuiber of repetitions or cross references.

In order to represent, the regulations and guidance as truthfully as
possible the original texts (for the FRG in translated form) have been
used as far as practicable. For legibility of this report not every
sentence is accompanied by a literature reference, citing the exact
place in the orj.ginal text. This is an j.mportant remark because the
authors do not wish to be accused of pragiarism. of course the authors
take fuIl responsibility for any faults or omissions in the point.s of
view expres,sed in this study.
sometines coruplications arose becauge translation of a certain tech-
nical e:<pression from German into English was virtually irnpossible.

chapters 4 Eo 7 dear rrith the monitoring strategies and their gnridance
notes. The discussion is reserved for Chapter 8, which comprises a
sulanary of discussions from the literature, and discussions based on
personal experi.ence of the authors and a composition of opinions ob-
tained during visits by the authors to certain expert informers in the
three countries.

The discussion on a cert.ain monitoring strategy is easier if this
strateglr is more detailed. critical remarks must not be taken aniss as
a denouncement of certain strategies but are intended to be used as a
stimulation for further discussions. When discussing monitoring
strategies one ahrays has to bear in mind rrhat the intent,ion of a
certain strategy rras, and a discussion beyond the original intention
of the strategy usually is neaningless. It is up to the reader to
jridge whether the authors have succeeded in avoiding this pitfalt.
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From this place the authors would like to thank the folfowing persons
from whom they received vaLuable help and comnents and with whom they
have had most stimulating r{iscussions:
- Dr. re!. nat. rliirgen Auffarth, Diplom-Chemiker/Gnrppe Stoffbestim-

mung, MessunlJen, Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeitsschutz
- D.K. Burns, BSc C.Chen ERSC MfOH PhD, BM Senio:: Chenical Inspec-

tor of Factories, ESE

- Kenneth A. Busch, M.S. senior advisor for statistic NIOSH

- G.W. Crockford, B.Sc., M.I. BioI. TUC Centenary :[nstitute of Occu-
pational Health

- Dr. Eckard Drope, Bayer AG

- Richard 1. Gitchrist, C.I.E. industrial hygiene supervisor OSEA

- G.W. Gj.rling, Res. Dip. RIC, C.Chem., FRIC, HM Senior chemical in-
sPector ESE

- Dr. Peter Eartmann, Bayer AG

- Ian Eead, Field Consult,ant Group, East Grinstead
- Prof. Dr. E. Lehnann, Bundesanst.alt fiir Arbeitsschutz
- R. Redwood, B.Sc. MRSC HM Senior Chemical Inspector of factories
- Dr. G. Riediger, BIA

- Dr. S.A. Roach, cor?orate occupational hygienist, ICf
- Dr. Earmut Schulz, Bayer AG

- W. Karl Sieber ilr. PhD, Statistician NIOSE

A literature search has been done by the CID in di:Eferent data bases
to discover new viewpoints and literature on the object of the study.

Finally the authors would like to stress the fact that in all three
countries monitoring strategies are very much alive and gradually
changing. The picture rhich can be discerned from this study is merely
a snapshot of the situation up to the first haLf of 1987.





2. BASICAI EILOSOFI ON MONIEORING STRATEGIES

2.L United Kingdon

Guidance Note EH 42 (Eea1th and Safety Executive t1l ) describes the
monitoring strategies for toxic substances in the UK.

It covers workplace monitoring in general, and, for the benefit of
people working in the field of occupational hygiene, describes some of
the aspects that should be considered in the investigation of e:<posure
to substances hazardous to health.
saq>ling progranunes nay be conducted for two closely related purposes:
- estimating personal exposulei
- assisting in the assessment of the efficiency of control measures.

Figure 1 is a flow diagram for the monit,oring strategies used in the
UK.

Ihe guidance note recommenrrs a structuled approach.
At the start of any investigation an initiar assessment of alr avair-
a.ble pertinent factual information shourd lead to a decision rrhether a
quantitative air sampling study is necessary and what form it should,
take. fhe initial assessment, itself does not have to be report,ed in a
cerEain format or even in written form.
rf the outcome of an initial assessment is such that an air sampting
atudy is needed, a preriminary survey shourd provide basic guantita-
tive information of the efficiency of contror measures and t.he likery
extent of exposure. This prelininary survey can lead to immediate re-
medial action if some exposures are significantly in excess of the
linit or to a low leve1 of 'watchdog' routine monitoring if the expo-
sures are welr below the limj.t and as row as reasonably practicabre.
rn other cases the preliminary survey can be done at trro different
levels of detail. A second level strategy will be appropriate for most
detailed surveys, at this rever emphasi-s is placed on accurate mea-
gurement of tj-ure weighed averag.e exposures (TWA) . Occasj-onally, a high
degree of sophistication (third level) is necessary in a sampling pro-
grarrEtre.
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For example, if alr reasonabry practicabre control measures have been
taken, and personal exposures remain close to the rerevant exposure
limit, it uray be necessary to increase the accuracy of the sampling
progranme t,o verify compliance. I{hen after a detailed survey the con-
crusion is reached that some exposures are in excess of the limit or
not as 1ov, as reasonably practicable, remedial action has to be taken.
when, on the other hand, e:<posures are well below the l-futrit and. as row
as reasonabry practicable, a low lever of 'watchdog' routine monitor-
ing can suffi.ce. rn the case t,hat exposures are be.Low the lirait but
still significant,, routine monitoring should be consid,ered.
rn rout.ine monitoring: the emphasis is on longer-term objectives such
as checking that cont,rol measures renain effective and t,hat conpriance
with the appropriate exposure limits is likery to be maintained .in the
future. Routine monitoring could lead to corrective act.ion and planned.
improvement if e:cposures are berow the limit but rising or not as low
as is reasonably practicable, or could lead to remedi.ar action if
there is a sigmificant i-ncrease in e:<posure with some in excess of the
rimit. on the ot,her hand, if routine monitoring shows that, exposures
are well below the rirnit and as low as reasonably practicabre a tow
level of rwat.chdog' routine monitoring could be considered,.
rn any case, where the exposures are decreasing below a revel of
significance, no furt.her sanrpring is necessary. of course periodic re-
asseggment remaios necessary ag work procedures, procegges and, linit
values can change in time.

2.2 Federal Republic oC Gemaay

rn the TRGS 402 t3l from the AGS the monitoring str;rteqies for toxic
substances in Germany are described.
The purpose of the technical rures is to standardise the application
of lirnit values for the concentration of dangerous substances in the
air of the worlplace. rt takes int,o account. the possibilities and lim-
itations of the various analytical and statisticar methods and. of in-
dustrlal practice, and constit,utes €rn accepted guiderine for measure-
ment, pranning and assessment of the values measured, with regard to
compliance with a limit vaIue.
The technicar gruidance note t3] recommends a structured approach in
tno steps, '

- a working' area analysis (Arbeitsbereichanalyse);
- routine monitoring
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The working: area analysis offers many different possibilities for
adapting the nature of the monitoring to suit the various practj.cal
requirements and conditions. The anafysis of the working area does not
therefore contain any formal method for determining or effecting' com-
pliance but the possibility is created in every individual case to
interpret it more as goal which is to be reached and to use it accord-
ing1y.
The first step, the working area analysis or 9YAA, can be dj.vided into
four d.ifferent phases:
- phase L: list sr:bstances involved at work,.

- phase 2: obtai.n basic informat.ion,.
- phase 3: obtain prelirninary data;
- phase 4: estalrlish t.he procedure for routj-ne monitoring.

In principle there is the possibility to perform the WAA by:
- using statistical methods,.

- looking at the worst case,'

- calculating the concentrations,.
- consj.dering similar working areasi
- any combinatj-on of the preceding possj.bilities.

The 9IAA has to be recorded, but there is no fixed format.
The conclusion from the working area analysis has to be: compliance!
In case of non-compliance, corrective action is to be taken until com-
pliance can be determined and the WAA can be concluded rrith the eta-
blishment of the procedure for routine monitoring.

The guidance note t31 is no more than a framework which leaves scope
for the user how to conclude the WAA. Ihis scope.;3hould be used to
reach the goal at minimum cost [15j. This implies that an experienced
user can work more quickly and efficiently than an inexperienced user.

If the conclusion of the working area analysis is that there is a

state of rpermanently assured compliance' (dauerhaft sichere Einhal-
tung) no further action is required. In principle thi.s conclusion can
be reached after one measurement.

If this condition is not fulfilled, routine monitoring (Kontrollmes-
sung') is to be done, to check if any of the conditions during the as-
sessment have changed. The routine monitoring has to be done according
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to a dethod described in the WAA. The frequency of monitoring depends
on the concentrations measured.

The form used j.n this report to describe and compare the monitoring
strategies in three countries obliges the authors to use a slightly
different form than described in the gcheme a.bove.
fn Chapter 4 the initial assessEent in the FRG is dl.scussed. This is
done without oonitoring and comprises phases 1 and 2, and part of
phase 3 of the working area analysis. The survey in Chapter 5 includes
phase 3 of the WAA. And in Chapter 6 on routine monitoring the estab-
Iishment of the monitoring procedure concludes the !lAA, of course
Chapt,er 5 also contains the rout.ine rnonitoring itself.
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E!.gurc 3 Monitoring strategies in the Federal Repu.blic of Germany.
Routine monitoring'.

The different details wilt be discussed later.

2.3 Uaited States of .Bnerica

In L977 the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Ilealth
(NIOSB) issued the 'Occupational Exposure Sampling Strategies Manual.
1241, describing a logical framework of statistical methods and pro-
fessional judgement, to minimize sampling burden while providing ade-
quate prot,ection to e:q)osed workers.

dru.rh.ft lich.n

ffi"6
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It rilas r.ritten for the purpose of explaining to employers hot to meet

the monj.toring requirements specified in the new regulations of the
Occupational Eealth and Safety Agency (OSHA).

The object of the NIOSH method is to determine compliance of a single
day exposure measurement lrith a limit value. A decision is made for
each measurement, after j.ts upper confidence limit is calculated, as

to whether it is an overexposure, a possible overexposure, or wj.thin
corpliance.
The upper confidence limit is compared to t,he limit value or an action
level and the frequency or need for resampling is determinded accord-
ing to a decision scheme.

Decision criteria are based on assumptions of normal and log-normal
distribution models for sarpling/analysis errors and for environmental
fluctuations, respectively.
The manual also discusses topics of industrial hygiene, such as the
determination of the need ,for exposure measurements, record keeping
and the nature of effects and slmptoms of toxic agents.
Sanpling.strategies for 8 hour time-weighed averages (TWA) and ceiling
limits encompass selection of subjects, sanrpling times and statistical
schemes.

The NIOSH decision scheme is shown in Fig:ure 4. The scheme is only
applicalrle to chronic hazards, and not to acute hazards (ceiling lim-
irs) .
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Eigurc { FIoi, chart, of the NIOSE decision scheme t4l (the nunbers in
the margin refer to the sections of this report).

Starting at the Ieft. the following considerations are covered:

1. Is a chemical released in the workplace? Currently this step is
initiated by consulting the tMaterial Safety Data Sheet' that
should legally accompany any trayr' product containing hazardous
substanceg.
Only if the answer is 'no' can air sampling be ignored.

Determine the levels of exposure and make a rrrit:en determination
of the results. Literally the rrrritten exposure determinatj,on' is
a means of making an exposure estimation without actual measure-
ments.

PE >ergcuro>AL

2-
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4.

All the gualitative and quantitative factors, affecting the expo-
sure levels need to be considered. FulI reliance is put on profes-
sional judgement. The 'written exposure determination applies to
any employee that may be exposed to a regulated substance and
should be nade for each work situation or operation.
llinimun requirements for the contents of the report, are given.

3. If it is found that an eruployee may be e:q>osed to a cheeical at or
above the action level (AL - l/2 of the lirnit value) the exposure
of the 'maxinum risk employeer shall be measured (one representa-
tive 8 h TWA). At this stage acceptable industrial hygiene tech-
niques must be used to identify the maximr:m risk employee. A con-
clusive measurement of expogure less than the AL means that fur-
ther monitoring is not necessary.

If the exposure measurement taken reveals exposure at or a.bove

the AL, all employees who may be exposed at or above the AL
shall be iatentified and t,heir exposures measured.

5.1 If exposures measure less than the AI,, sampling may be discon-
tinued.

5.2 Lf ,exposures exceed the limit va1ue, immediate action is called
for. Employees must bb notified that they have been exposed to a

toxic sr:bstance at a level above the limit value, and told the
possible consequences. Steps must be taken to prevent a recurrence
by changing the procesa, replacing equipurent, substituting nateri-
als, or placing barriers and improving ventilation. Follow-up sam-
pling must be done on a monthly basis until two consecutive mea-
surements show exposure levels below the AI..

5.3 If the exposure level is less than the linit value, but not less
than the At, a second measurement is reguired wit,hin trro months.
If this shoyrs that the level exceeds the limit value, the actions
described in step 5.2 mrst be taken. Trro consecutive measurements
Iess than the AL are required before samtrrling can be stopped.

If process changes are made that could increase exposure, the com-

plete scheEe must be repeated*
6.

' Note: rn tbir reporc
(pa!. 4), stsp! 3 and 4

'routina nonitoring' (par.

!tep! 1 and 2 will be ialled th€ 'j,nj,tial arsessmant'
th€ non-routina monitoring' (par. 5), and st€p 5 tho
6).
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This basic scheme has become a legar requirement thr'ough its inclusion
within the monitoring requirements in the ner{ osHA standards for toxic
aubstances (Sect. 3.3), although dependj_ng on substance the sanrpling
frequences may vary from the flowchart.
The scheme should be considered a minimum requirement. that should re-
ceive routine application only in legal proceedings.
At the most a srequence of only two Beasurements to make a decision j.s
used. Al1 other measurements are in effect discarded, because they
were non-decision producing. To account for day-to-d.ay variability in
exposure, an action leve1 (set at L/2 Etre limit value) is used to
screen exposures measured.
The rationale of the action level (AL) is to assure that there is a
low probability (5*) that even a small proportion (5t) of exposures on
an unmeasured day will exceed the limit value t25j (see Sect. g.1.3
for the lj-nitations of using a single AL). This is not meant to imply
that that as many as 5t of overe:<posure days is accepta.ble. rt merery
is a t.rade-off of statistical decision making, stati.ng that the 5t
overexposureg, if they occurred, would be discovered at g5t of the
time they were measured.

since the NrosH scheme is aimed at meeting osHA reguirements, onry a
few gtriderines are gi.ven for strategies of period.ic monitoring for
long-term exposule (e.9. exposure distribution monitoring programs) .

onry one section is devoted to the data analysis of long-term exposure
data in order to decide rrhether to install enqineering control.
rn 1985 Leidel and Busch, the authors of the NrosH nanuar, prepared, a
document in which monitori-ng strategies and data analysis requirerrents
for long-term monitoringr strategies are also discussed IzG]. Moreover
much of the connents on the originar NroSE manual are discussed. and
incorporated in this document.
rn the following sections of the present report this upd,ated. document
will a.].so be treated.
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3.

3.1

MONIEORING IN TEE LEGA& SYSTEM

United Kingdon

section 2 of the tlealth and safety at work Act (Hs!{ Act) places upon
employers a duty to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the
health, safety and welfare at work of aIr their employees. Employers
and the self-emproyed are reguired by section 3 to conduct, their un-
dertakings in such a lray as to ensure, so far as is reasonabry practi-
cable, that persons not in their employment who may be affected by
these work activities are not thereby exposed to risks to their health
and safety.
while only the courts can give a binding decision on the interpreta-
tion of these legal regui.rements, some practical guidance can be giv-
en. There are trro key phrases in the requirements of the HSw Act,
first tto e5rsure, ....the health, safety and welfare at work .....,
and second, 'so far as is reasonably practicable'.

The first phrase sets the object.ive to be achieved. The method of
achieving it is rargely left to the person on whom the duty is placed
arthough he must pay heed to any more specific reguirements which am-
plify the genelal duties. rn terms of preventing i11-hearth from expo-
sure to su.batances hazardous to heatth, these oblj-gations are usuarly
met by eliminating or minimi.sing elq)osure to such substances.

The duty to ensure health and safety at lrork in the Hsw Act is quari-
fied by the phrase'so far as is reasonabry practicabret. Although
this expression is not defined in the Act, it has acguired a clear
meaning'through rong established interpretations by t_he courts. Some-
one \rho is required to do somethi.ng ,so far as is reasonably practica-
bre' must assess, on the one hand, the magrritude of the risk of a par-
ticular work activity or environment, and, on the other hand., the
physical difficurty, time, troubre and expense which wourd be involved.
in taking steps to eliminate or minimise those risks. rf, for example,
the risks to health and safety of a particular work process are very
low, and the cost or technical di.fficulties of taking certain steps to
avoid those risks are very high, it might not be reasonably practica-
ble to take those steps. The greater the degree of risk, the less
weight can be given to t,he .cost of measures needed to avoid that
risk. Only if t,here is a g,ross disproportion between them, the reduc-
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tion in risk being insignificant in relation to the sacrifices needed

to achieve the reduction, is the obligation met.

The comparison does not include the financial standing of the employ-

er. A precaution which is 'reasonably practicabler for a prosperous
employer is egualJ.y rreasonably practi.cabler for the less affluent.
Furthermore, if someone is prosecuted for failing to comply with a

duty rso far as is reasonably practicable', it is the responsibility
of the accused to shov, the court that it was not reasona-bly practica-
ble for him to do more than he had in fact done to comply r,rith the
duty.

As the ESw Act is more a document which gives a legal framework there
is no direct mentioning in it of concrete monitoring strategi-es nor of
a direct obligati.on for employers to regularly monitor their work-
places, (according to the scheme described in Figure 1 in Sect. 2.1).

At the tirne this report was researched and wrj.tten (March-May 198?)

the llealth and Safety Executive rf,as preparing a redraft of Guidance
Note EIt-42 and perhaps even more impoftant, the HSE was considering
new regulations on toxic substances: the COSHH reg'ulations (control of
substances hazardous tso healt.h). At this time it is still irnpossible
to give a picture of the impact of the coming COSHH regrulatj.ons on a

future version of EH-42 and the future monitoring strategies in the
uK.

3.2 Eederal Republic ot Geraany

Section L7 of the Gefstoff V 1986 (Gefahrstoffverordunung 12311
places upon the employer who handles dang'erous substances the duty to
take all the necessary. precautions for the protection of human life,
health and environment which are requj-red by law. In any case he has

to take into account the general safet.y, health and hygiene rules and
general technical knowledge.
In Section 18 the monitoring requirernents are presented:
- If the appearance of one or more dangierous substances in the air

of the workplace cannot be excluded, it has to be decided if con-
centration is below limit or above the action leve]- The conbined
action of different dangerous substances has to be assessed.
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The results of the measurements shall be record,=d in writing and
kept for thirty years. In case of cease of business these results
shall be handed over to the social security instil:utions.
The authorities can on special occasions ask for the monitoring of
both a TWA-linit or IRK-value and the biological workplace limit
(Biologische Arbeitsplatztoleranzwert) .

rhe Geffstoff v 1985 is a general docunent.. More specific requirements
regarding monitoring are t,o be found in TRGS 402. This is a quite re-
cent document (November 1985). rn fact it succeeds th.e older documents
TRgA 401 and TR9A 402. The first document concerned Che rnonitoring of
carcinog'enic subst.ances and TRgA 402 covered other dangerous sub-
stances in the air of the workplace. As a temporary provision, the in-
dustries which have certain duties according: to TRgA 401 have until 1

October L988 to comply with the new TRGS 402.
The limit values of carcinogenic substances (TRK-Werte) have been pub-
Iished j.n TRGS 102' and the TWA values lllaX-Werte) in TRGS 900, In
a yearly update the Deutsche Eorschungsgemeinschaft (DpG) gives access
to the most recent lj.mit values [4].

The Federal Republic also operates a system of actj.on levels. When

certain concentrations in the air of the workplace or concentrations
in body fluids are exceeded, the necessary measures for the protection
of heaLth have to be taken.
For more information the reader is referred to IRGS 100*.

3.3 Uaited States of Anerica

The Occupational ltealth and Safety Act (OSH Act, 19?0) speci-fies the
employer's obligation to furnish to each employee a place of employ-
ment free from the recognised hazards causing or like1y to cause
death or serious physical harm, and to comply with standards promul-
gated by OSHA.

The finar responsibility for compliance with this provision of the Act
rests r,rith t.he employer. OSHA standards for chemical exposures fal1
j.nto t.wo categiories, vLz. those originally adopted as existing stan-

' Thess can bs obtainod f!om: Carl llol'manns VorLag KG,
Lux€trdcurger strasse 449
5000 KdIn al1
BRD
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dards under the OSH Act (29 CER Sect. 1910-1.000) and those developed
as new standards (29 CB,E' Sect. 1910-1001 to 1047).
Those adopted as existing standards include exposure limits most of
which had originally been issued as Threshold Limit Values (TLVts) by
the Anerican Conference of Governmental Industrial Eygienists (ACGIH)

in 1968. The new OSEA standards (current,ly covering roughly 40 chemi-
cal substances) are much more comprehensive thin those adopted. as ex-
isting standarda. Besides a permissible exposure limit (PEL) (8 h TI{A

and for some substances also a 15 min. ceiling limit or short term
linit,) they also include for each chemical a second criterion, the ac-
tion level, usually set at L/2 of the PEL.
Detailed requirements are given regarding such areas as: methods of
measurement, sanpling strategy (based on the NIOSH scheme), medical
surveillance, methods of conpliance, handling and use of Iiguid sub-
stances, employee training, record keeping, sanitation and good house
keeping.
Note that the NIOSH scheme has become a lega1 requirement in the new

OStsA standards.
For establishroents where an;y of the regrulated substances are released
into the air of the workplace, the standards also require the eltlployer
to make a rwritten exposure determinationr (initial assessment). This
written assessment must be made even if the results are negative. OnIy
if the assessment is positive (exposures at or a.bove the AL) is the
erq>loyer required to measure e:q)osures according to the NIOSE scheme.

The PEL was intended to represent the constant level to which a worker
could be exposed over a working life without harmful effects (OSH act,
19?0).
Ilowever, in the interest of regulatory feasibility, PELS are inter-
preted by OSEA as absolute leve1s applicable to any 8 hour work period
rather than a lifetime of exposure. ?he eame holds for ceiling limits.
So if any particular measurement exceeds the limit value there has
been a violation of the 1aw.

Since rorkersr exposures are not constant flom day to day, but. show

large variability in time, the chance of finding a non-compliance sit-
uation increases with the number of measurements taken. Inevitably a

large number of samples will include some from the high end of the
distribution. In view of OSHATs heavy reliance upon voluntary com-
pliance on part, of the employers, the latter will tend to adhere to
the minimun monitoring requirements set forth in the standards in or-
der to avoid the risk of finding a non-compliance situation. tlence the
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current reglrlatory framework does not provide much incentive to use
sampling strat.eg:ies for long-term elq)osure assessment.
However, in spite of strict OSIIA regulations, the najority of indus-
tries performing such monitoring programs have developed strategies
which allow Eome overe:q)osure to occur, taking account of long-term
exposule variability and the health risks involved.
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4. INIIIAI. ASSESSMENE

{.1 Substances

{.1.1 United XiDgdoE

(a) Informat.ion on substances

The following information is to be included in an initial assessment:
- the su-bstances that occur at the workprace (raw mat.eriars, in-

termediates, product contaminants, ancilliary chernicals) ;
- the ai.rborne form of the substances (dust, fume, aerosol or vapour,

if a dust rhether it is fibrous and. inspirable or respi.rable);
- how hazardoug the subst,ances are: whether the effect of the cornbi-

nation of substances is hazardous even when the individ.ual sub-
gtances ale essenti.ally non-hazardous,.

- rrhether there is a reat possibility of exposure to these sub-
stances by inhalation, ing:estion or skin absorption.

rn the initiar assessment information on t,he substances can be ob-
tained from labels on containers or packages, from data sheets etc.
made available by manufacturers, irq>orters and. suppliers under section
6 of the llsw Act, from ESE Guidance Notes and from other sources in-
cluding trade associations, technical riterature and. previous ope-
rating experience.
There are trf,o main tlpes of exposure rimits i-n the uK t21. A long-term
exposure 1imit, a time-weighted average (TWA) over eight hours, and a
short-t,erm exposure limit., a ten-mj.nute Tf{A-va1ue.
Exceptions are asbestos lrith a 4-hour TwA rimit, and. vcM with an addi-
tional mean annual. concentration. For a specific list of substances
[2] the long-term limit is a contror rirnit. the other li.mits are rec-
ommended limits. From a legal ang:Ie the ctist.inction between control
limits and recommended limits is more important than that between g-
hour and 1o-minute TwAs.

rn an assessment of the resufts it is necessary to d.istingrrish between
those relating to substances for which;
(a) a Control Limit has been adopted by HSC;
(b) a Recommended Linit is 1isted,.
(c) no UK exposure limit is available.
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Control Linits have been judged after detailed consideration of the
available scientific and medical evidence to be 'reasonably prac-
ticabler for the whole spectrum of work activities in Great Britain.
These exposure limits are knorrn specifically as Control Limits and

should not normally be exceeded.
Compliance erith Control Limits should normally be achieved by the ap-
plication of appropriate plant and process control techniques. Eowev-

er, there may be special circumstances in which such measures are not
reasonably practicable, e.g. certain maintenance operations, and in
such cases the use of suitable personal protective eguipment j-s accep-
table in order to achieve compliance.

Recommended Limit,s are considered to represent good practice and real-
istic criteria for t.he control of exposure, plant design, engineering
controls and, if necessary, the selection and use of personal protec-
tive equipment. ESE inspectors will use .these exposure limits as part
of their criteria for assessing compliance with the HSW Act and other
relevant statutory provisions.

Reconunended Limits have not been subject to the same rigorous scrutiny
as Control Linits. They should be considered useful guidelines for de-
ciding whet.her exposure is too high.

Results for substances for which no exposure limj-ts are listed need to
be interpreted on a case basis to ascertain whether exposure has been
controlled as far as is reasonably practicable. An employer should
make an assessment of the risk to health and the cost of reducingi ex-
posure and use these data to set, after consulation with his employ-
ees, a tentative exposure limit for his own use.

(b) Samplinq equipment and analyt.icaL methods

Sampling equipment should be compatible wit.h the availa.ble analytical
methods, and these should have been validated over a suitable range of
concentrations above and beloril the exposure limits. Personal sampling
is the preferred method and can be employed in nearly all circum-
stances. However, fixed positions, static or area monitoring can be
used where a useful predictive correlation with personal sampling has

been demonstrated.
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rt is important to choose the correct sampre colrect:lon device for the
substance(s) of interest. Detaj.rs of reconrmended samtrrling methods are
published in ESEs Methods for the Det.ermination of llazardous sub-
stances (MDBS) series. Each titre in this series covers either a spe-
cific chemical substance or a group of substances that can be detected
using simurar procedures. Advice on the correct selection and use of
sampling eqr:ipment is given in addition to details of the laboratory
analytical procedures.
rn this series 53 publications have been made available or are in
preparation (March 1987). The complete list can be fouird in t2l.
All eguipment and analytical methods need regrrlar checkinq and cali-
brat,ion. A nethod that constantly gives results at or close to zero
may be comfort,ing but should be critically exami.ned. The aim should be
to obtain appropriate information of an acceptable quality at, a rea-
sonabre cost. sampling strategies can be classi.fied into three broad,
leve1s of sophistication in relation to the purpose of the survey.
A first level strategy is an attempt to obtain relatively crud.e quan-
titative informaiion on exposure in order to decide whether an expo-
sure probrem exj.st.s at all and, J.f so, to assess its possible serious-
ness. Such a strateg'y may be appropriate for a brief preliminary sur-
vey and will often employ relatively unsophisticated sampling equip-
ment and analytj.cal methods. rt will tend to concentrate on assessing
the rr,rorst case' situation and rill urre this as an i.ndex to the over-
all risk. The higher levels of sophistication are presented in S.1.1.

(c) Personnel

Emphasi.s is put on the fact that an initiar assessment should be made
only by a trained and experienced person, especially if reliance is to
be placed on a conclusion that no further action is necessary.

l.L .2 Federal. Repulrlic of Ge!:Eany

(a) Information on substances

rn the initial assessment, the hazards and properties of the chemicaL
substances has t.o be assessed. This impries examination of substances,
raw materials and impurities, reaction products, intermediates, end
products and ancillary chemicals, so far as they can contribute to the
exposure. Limit values and the corresponding short-term varues for
these su.bstances have to be included in the initial assessment.
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The maximum permissible concentration (MAK) of a chemical compound
present in the air in a working area which, in the light of current
knowledge, generally does not impair the health of the employee nor
cause undue annoyance, is related to a daily exposure period of eight
hours and an averag'e working week of 40 hours. As a rule the MAK-value
is integirated as a time weighted average concentration over periods up

to one workday or one shift. ScientificaLly based criteria for health
protection, rather than their technical or economical feasibility, are
employed.

Quite recently attention was drawn to the relationship between tlAK-
values and pregnancy. A classification of substances j.n three dif-
ferent groups has started t4].

MAK-values have always been conceived and applied as 8-hour time-
weighted averages. In practice, however, the actual concentrations of
chemical compounds in the workplace air fluctuate frequently and wide-
ly. Excursions above the TWA must be restricted for many substances ir1
order to avoid impairment of health, As the deqiree of risk to health
from such peak concentrations depends on the particular behaviour and
effects of the substance in question, a system has been developed in
which as many as possible substances in the MAK-vaIue list t4l have
been classified into distinct categories, whose definitions take into
account both t.oxi.colog'ica1 considerations and analytical practicabili-
Ey.
The 8-hour time weighted average must in
these conditions the following categories
cursions a.bove the 8-hour TWA:

any case be observed. Under
apply for limitation of ex-
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frblo 1 Peak limitation catggories in the Eederal, R€public of c€rnany.

Category Short-term leveJ.

Peak Dulation
Erequ€ncy

per shift

I

II

Local, irEitant,s
Substancer uith systemic

cffects.
Onret of €ffect <2 h

II, 1: n"rt-1ig"t*1 <2 h
II, 2: half-Iife 2 h -
shift l€ngtb

III Substancos Hith systemic

€ff€ct3.
Onset of effect >2 h

Half-Iife > shift longth ,.

(strongly curnrlative)
Mubstances clicitj,ng very

weak effects.
!lAX>500 ppm

V Substances with an intensa
stre].l

2-llAX 5 min, nomentary valuer)

2-lAK 30 min, average value

s-ltAK 30 ntin, average va.Iue

10-UM 30 nin, average value

z-ltAK 50 min. motnentaty valuer)

2-lAK 10 min, momontary val,usr)

r) lhe monontary valua is tha conc€ntration that should never be exc€€ded. It
r€pres€nts a limit to bs obs€rved j,n work arsa technical planning; the analy-tical telting can then b€ carried out by use of sarnpling procedurer dasign-d
f,or recording av€rage va1u6s.

r*1 Ealf-Iif,a is tho time j.n which an existing concentration fal,J-s t,o half itsoriginal va1ue.

For each substance the appropriate category is given in a special col-
urrn, IPeak Limitationt, in t.he !4AK-vaLues list. A scientific justi-
fication of the above classification with analytj.cal controJ- proce-
dures has been published in'Toxikologisch-arbeitsmedizinische Begriin-
dung von l'r.Al(-Werten' and the data for the individu3l sr:.bstances are to
be included in the rBegriindungenr of the t'r.AK-values. Both publications
are obtainable from the publisher: VCH Verlaggesellschaft r0blt, D-6940
Weinheim.
fn the Federal Republic a distinction j.s made betrreen limit values of
carcinogenic and mutag'enic compounds ind other chemical substances.
For the first category, technical gnriding concentrations (TRK-Werte)
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are used. Even adherence to TRK cannot fully exclude potential danger
to health.
The technical guiding concentration (TRK) of a hazardous working mate-
rial defj-nes that concentration of gas, vapour, or airborne particu-
lates which serves as a directive for necessary protective measures
and survej.llance by measuring techniques. TRK values are assj-gned only
for hazardous working materials for whj.ch I'IAK values confirmed by
toxicological or industrial medical experiences cannot be established
at the present time. Adherence to TRK values is meant to reduce the
risk of a health hazard but cannot completely eliminate it.
The technical guiding concentration is oriented towards industrial
circumstances and the possibility of practi.cable prophylaxis and con-
sj.ders the current i.ndust,rial-medj.ca1 knowledge of the effects of han-
dling the hazardous material.
Since adherence to TRK values cannot fu11y rule out the risk of health
impairment, attelE)ts must be made to keep the concentration as much as

possible below the TRK values by continually improving the industrial
circumstances and technical protective measures.
TRK values require constant adjustment to the state of technical de-
velopments and the analytical possibilities as well as review accord-
ing to the latest state of knowledge of industrial nied.icine.

For substances with a dangier of cutaneous absorption a special action
level is used [5]. As a rule this action level comes into operation
rrhen the handling of a certain substance feads to direct skin contact.
For certain processes or work procedures, special action levels can be
given.

(b) Saq>1ing eguipment and analyticaL methods

The saq>ling equipment and analytical methods have to produce results
that can be considered representative for the exposure of the workers.
Sampling should be done at breathing height and in the direct vicinity
of the employees. If possible, personal sampling eguipment should be

used for the assessment of a TwA exposure. Area monitoring can be used
rrhen assessment of e:<posure at the workplace is possible on basis of
sufficient knowledge on grork patterns and concentrations. The rworst

case' should be chosen when there is any doubt on the place of monj.-

toring.
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The measurement procedure must be approprj,ate to the elements to be
measured, their MAK values and the factory atmosphere. The measure-
ments produced must give a clear indication of the levet (concentra-
tion of the elements to be measured); the procedure must supply mea-
surements directly or indj.rectly (e.9. by conversion) in the same di-
mensi.on as the limit value.

The detection limitr sensitivity and accuracy of the measurement pro-
cedure must be appropriate to the limit value. The procedure must be
capable of measuring concentrations of the elements involved of at
least between one tenth of and three ti.mes the limit va1ue. With auto-
matic measuring instruments the final vaLue of the smallest measure-
ment ranqe should not be more than five times the limit value.

Comparative tests (e.9. with standardised procedures) or combined
tests (e.9. with test gases) should be used to ensure that the analy-
tical procedure is correct.

Where the measurement procedure is not specific, the measurement re-
sult must be consi.dered to be the value for the substance in guestion.

The level of uncertainty calculated as an integra.L error from all
systematic and incidental errors occurring when measurements are taken
should not exceed 30t.

The measurement procedure should have been proved to be practica.ble.

Anal]rtical methods are examined by, for example, the Working Party on
Analyrtical Chemistry formed by the Committee on harmful substances at
work of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Society for the
Advancement of Scientific Research), the fnstitute for fndustrial
Safety of the Employers' Accident Insurance Associations (BIA) and the
tlundesanstalt fiir Arbeitsschutz (National Institute for Industrial Sa-
fety) .
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the Commission's research group tAnalytical Chemistry' has compiled
and published established methods for the analysis of air as well as

biological materiaf' '
A description of the ![ethods for the analysis of approximately 360

substances is available f,rom the BAU. Their sources are the DFG, BIA,
NIOSE and HSE, MDES [5]. If there is no suit,able measuring method that
meets the critelia descrilred above, the llAA is to be repeated once ev-
ery 64 weeks. During this lfAA, if possible, exPosure Beasurements
should be done.

(c) Personnel

TR9A 400 [7] lists the Bonitoring requirements institutes have to ful-
fill. Directors of such institutes should be suitably gualified and

experienced. TRgA 400 afso provides infonration on which instituti.ons
in the Federal Replrblic are allorred to do which measulements. For
practical purposes dangerous substances are lJrouPed in five cate-
gories (substances in dusts, asbestos and fibrous dusts, inorganic
gases and vapourg, organic aases and vapours, gubstances which require
high analyt,ical skillg) .

' ,Analytiach6 lt€thodsn zur Priifung gecundheitscchiidlichsr Arbeitsltoff€',
obtainable fron tha publisher:
vcg verlaElgesellcchaft tnbll, D-59!10 Weinhein.
Volum 1: 'Luftanalyr€n' (analyaea of thc ai!)
volum€ 2: 'Analylen in biologisch€n uatoEial' (analysis of biologj.cal
natsrial!)
suppl€mantary r.portr at yearly ittt€rvals are antj.ciPated. Th6 comnission
welcornec cuggaltions for inclusion of ner chenical conq)ounds, as wel'L as
mthod! of detar:rtination' contaet tho work group 'AnaLytische chemier at the
Deutsche EolschunEsgemeinrchaft, 40 Kennedyallee, D-5300 Bonn 2. Analytical
m€thodr for carcinogenic workplace substanco! are Frblished in cooPolation
with the rorking qroup 'Analytik dec Fachausschusaec Chemie der BG Chmie'
('Von den B€ruf,lgenosranlchaften anerkannto Analysenverfahren zuE Eest-
steLl,ung d€! Konzentration krebserziugender Arbeitsstof,fe in der Luft in
Arbsi.tsb€reichen', carL ll€yrnannr v€rl. KG, D-5000 Kijln).
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{.1.3 United Statcs of tneric.

(a) informat.ion on substances

The first step in the trritten exposure determination' is to determine
and ta.bulate. by process area or operation, all materiars that may be
used or produced in rork operations or manufacturing process and that
may be released in the air of the workplace or contaninate the skin.
This information can be obtained from Materiar safety Data sheets
(MsDs) which by law have to be provided for any raw aateriar and pro-
duct by the manufacturer or supplier. rhese sheets provid.e informat,j.on
on the hazardous constituents of a product, the pELs of each consti-
tuents, hazard information on the product,, health hazard information,
relevant routes of entry and physical data (airborne form, vapour
pressure, etc. ) .

over 400 toxic substances have been taburated. in the code of Federal
Regulations (29 CRF Sect. 1910-1000). permissible exposure levels for
these substances have been adopted from TLVs issued by the American
conference of Governmental rndustrial Eygienists. E:qposure limits are
expressed as long term exposure limits (g h TWA) and short term expo_
sure limi.ts (STEL) .

There are three different ways j.n rhich the time period for a ceiring
standard may be defined (29 CER Sect. 1910-1OOO).

1.. 29 CFR Sect. 1910-1000 (a) (1)

enployeers e:cposure. ..sha11 at no time exceed the ceiling vaIue...'

2.29 cFR sect. 1910-1000 (b) l2l for Tabre z-2: shorr rime beriod (5
to 30 minutes) defined ag fraximum durationr for tmaximum peakr. The
ceiling standard may be exceeded for short periods up t,o a concen-
trat.ion defined as racceptable naximum peak above the acceptabre
ceiling concentration for an 8-hour shiftr.

3. Under the current jOint NIOSH OSnl Standarcls Corrpletion p.ogrr*, 
"rtceiling standard substances in Table z-L of 29 cFR Sect. 1910-looo

wi-II have the standard defined for 15-minute period as: '... concen-
trations not in excess of averag'ed. over any 1s-minute period
during an 8-hour work shift'.

for Tab1e Z-1: No tima nariart rAn
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In OSHA's new regulations (29 CFR Sect. 1910-1000 to 1045) the period
for the short term limit value is 15 minutes.

(b) Sampling equipment and analytical- method

OSHA standards describe suggested measurement methods for each sub-
stance. The methods are usually derived from sampling and analytical
procedures validated by NIOSH [271.
Air samples should be taken in the breathing zone of the employee (air
that would most nearly represent that inhaled by the employee). Area

sampling may significantly underestimate exposure variability (GSD >

1.5).
The method sha1l have an accuracy, to a confidence level of 95t, of
not less than t 25t. This OSHA reguirement takes into account (1) re-
peatability of the sampling device and the analytical procedure, (21

systematic errors in the saq>ling and analytical method. This general
requirement with respect to accuracy may vary from substance to sub-
stance depending on the state of the art of the sampling and analy-
tical method. validated NIOSH methods specify for each method its co-
efficj.ent of variati-on (CVt) or relative standard deviation as an esti-
mate for random errors in sampling and analysis.
'If the method is unbiasedl CVg can be used to judge if the method has
the required accuracy [accuracy (95t confidence level) - t 1,95 * CX/rl.
Note that CVr values provided by NIOSE, only apply to laboratories with
adequate maintenance and calibration facilities and a gualit.y control
progran [28].

Neither the NIOSH schene nor the OSEA standards require actual mea-

surements to be made during the initial assessment, although it may be

simpler to actually perform air sanpling than rely only on profession-
aI judgernent.

(c) Personnel

In the initial assessment to a large extend professional judgement is
called for, however no specific requirements as to the person doing
the assessment is mentioned.
The NIOSH manual only suggests using a competent industrial hygiene
consultant t{hen an employer does not have t,he background or training
to perform measurements.
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4.2 ldentification of factors af,tecting ext)osure

1.2.L Procssscr and lourcca

4.2.L.1 Unit,ed Kingdom

The gruidance note t1l states t.hat in the initial assessment informa-
tion is needed or which processes or operations are likely to involve
e)<posure. Many prinary varia.bles may affect airborne concentrations:
- the number of sources from which the contani.nant is released,.
- the rates of release from each sourcei
- the t1'pe and position of each sourcei
- the dispersion or nixing of the contarninant in the air of a work-

room, as influenced by local ventilation and random movements or
turbuLence of the air;

- the anbient conditions, particularly for outdoor operations, where
such factors as wind speed, direction and air temperature are j.upor-
t,ant factors.

variations between processes are summarised as variations due t,o the
nature of the processes ab influenced by operating procedures, product
corrposition. ambient conditions, etc.
The initiar assessment rnay be supported by simple guaritat,ive tests
rhich provide infomat,ion on the extent of an omi ssion problem.

4.2.L.2 Federal Republic of cermany

The purpose of obtaining basic information is to pinpoint possibre
hazards and to define working areas. Basic informati.on includes tech-
nical and in-house knowledge of the rorking area and the workj.ng rou-
tine.
The working area is the specific physical or organisational area of a

factory which is to be evaluated. It may include one or more erorkpla-
ces and is characterised by the fact that, when engaged in his activi-
ty of activities, the individual enqrloyee remains at the vari.ous work-
places within this area for varying lengt,hs of time which cannot be
defined more precisely, making a further subdivision of the workj-ng
area into smaller units impossible.
Ihe checklist t9l recotnmends making a sketch or photograph as supple-
mentary information.
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The information reguired includes in particular knowledge of acti.vi-
t,ies, the nature of the plant, the nethods used, safety and ventila-
tion equipment, enission points and the duration of the employees, pe-
riods of attendance.

The rorking area may be described by details of the actual area in-
volved, activities or methods and aature of the plant or the working
materials.

Particular emphasis must be put on ernission peaks (where, rrhen, how
frequent) .

The initial assessrnent must be reported in writing, but no specific
forma is prescribed. In order to be able to give some informat.ion on
the extent of what is usually taken into account in assessing expo-
sures the data reporting sheet used by the BIA to present the results
of envj.ronmental monitoring will be used as an example (Appendix C).
Though the measurements can be considered fitting in the chapters 5

and 6 i.t is also presented here to shon the information which is to be
recorded. The measurement.s done by the BIA can be considered to be ex-
erpIary to others in industry.

In [7] a checklist is presented rith nine different kinds of processes
(production, regainment, clearing, storing., filling, transportation,
manufacturing, rorking upr otherrrise) and six different kinds of con-
trol measures (LEV, general ventilation, recirculation of workplace
air. lower than atmospheric ptessure, closed system, othen ise)

The checklist t71 comprj-ses seven t]rpes of processes (free, in a
closed space, continuous, discontinuoug, closed system, open system,
otherwise) .

The checklist in t9l is more extensive, because j.t allows for a
description of the process.
Machj.nes and instaLlations a1I into several categories:

automatic - semi-automatic - manual,.
open - closed,.
continuous - discontinuousi

process conditions : temperature,.
pressure.

Sources of exposure as well as the control measures can be qualified,
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The control measures in Appendix C concerning: exhaust ventilation will
be dealt with in 4.2.2.2. Other control measures present,ed in Appendix
C the dust control measures (none,. rret rrorki clean room conditions).

4.2.7.3 United States of Ameri.ca

Variables to be t,aken into account according to the NIOSH manual are:
- Process t,lrpes (e.q. hot operatj.ons, liguid operations, solid opera-

tions, pressurj.zed spraying, shaping operations) in relatj.on t,o the
contaminants released.

- Any anticipated changes in production process or control measures
that could result in an increase in airborne concent.rations.

Reference [25] also mentions:
- Rate of operation (e.9. mass or volumetric rate, revolutions per

minute, linear rate, items in a given period of tj.ne).
- Energy condj.tions of operatj.on (e.9. temperature and pressure).
- Degree of automation.
- Emissions from adjacent. operations.

This survey is to be continued by a visit for the purpose of observing
working conditions and operations (4.2.31. It is here that a determj.-
nat,ion is made whether an employee may be exposed to a hazardous sub-
stance.
The folloring observations are made:

- Sensory observationg. Some hazardous operations can be identified by
the senses, such as sight (dust, smoke, mist), sme]..I (odours), taste
and irritating effects on the respiratory tract.

- Employee location in relation to a source of contaminant.s.
- Improper.design, installation, or maintenance of control equipment.

Area monitoring is recommended where source emissions are measured
rather than individual exposules.
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r.2.2 rforking cnvironaent

4.2.2.1 United Kingdom

EH-42 gives some guidance on the subject of assessing the influence of
the working environment on the exposure. It describes some variables
that affect airborne concentrations:
- the dispersion or mixing of the contaminant in the air of a work-

room, as influenced by local ventilation and random movements or air
turbulence,

- the afibient conditions, particularly for outdoor operations, where
such factors as wind speed, wind direction and air temperature are
important.

General ventilation characteristics may vary from day to day or dis-
play a seasonal pattern.

4.2.2.2 Federal Republic of Germany

!RGS-402 gives some guidance on assessing the influence of the working
environment on exposure as cited.in t1.2.t.2. In Appeodix C there ar
different categories for the size of the rrorkplace (in t.he open air,
closed or partly closed < 50 m3; 50-500 m3, 5OO-5OOO m3 and > 5000 n3)

and t,he height of the workpJ.ace (< 3 m; 3-6 n; > 6 m) .

There are ten categories of general ventilation, and three categories
defining the natule of the ventilation (point, pIane, general).
The ambient meteorological conditions are also taken into account.
Three weather categories (sunny/cloudy; rain/snow,. hazy), three wind
speeds (low, moderate,' high/storm) and three temperature categories
are distinguished (less than 10 degrees centigrade difference betr,reen
inside and out,side,. L0-20oC; > 20oC). fhere is also a possibility to
describe different recirculation processes of workplace air (four cat-
egories) .

General hygiene is not explicitly stated in Appendix C nor in the
checklist,s in [7] and [9].
In the checklist in t9l the same aspects as in Appendix C can be as-
sessed somewhat more extensively.
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4.2.2.3 United States of America

The NIOSB manual mentions:
- Eigh temperature locations which would give rise to higher evapora-

tion rates.
- Natural ventilation with respect to location of doors and windows.
- General room ventilation and air flow patterns.

Leidel and Busch [25] add to these:
- Environmental- factors:

- ig€, size and physical lay-out of the plant,
- meteorological conditions.

- Factors causing time cycles or t,rends in exposure:
- contaminant build-up from morning to afternoon,.
- exponential clearance due to air flushing and dilution during

non-working hours,
cyclic process operations ;
work shifts;
time of year (seasonal variations).

llorlc procedures4.2.3

4.2.3.L United Kingdom

The IISE t1l states that the overall pattern of personal exposure may
be very complex indeed when the actiong and behaviour of employees are
considered. At the simplest Ievel, an employeers exposure wilL depend
on his distance from various sources of exposure, and on the time
spent in the area where airborne contaminants are present. This may

vary from day to day and from one worker to another, even though the
jobs may appear to be similar. Further difficulties are introduced
when the employee has direct influence over the process or the nuribers
or nature of gources of contamj.nants release. This can be particularly
important where manual handling operations such as scooping or shovel-
ling dusty materials or unloadingi or sampling liguids are concerned.
In such cases the details of each operation and each individuaL's work
practices can have an important influence on the overall personal ex-
posure pattern.
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4.2.3.2 Federal Republic of Germany

The information required includes in particular knowledge of activi-
t,ies, the methods used, emission points and the duration of the em-

ployeesr periods of attendance.

Particular emphasis must be put on emission peaks (where, when, how

frequent) .

In t9l there is a checklist for the initial assessment of the t ork-
place (Arbeitsbereichanalyse) in which special attention is paid to
work procedureg.
For a nuiber of activiti.es the frequency and duration are to be as-
sessed (sampling, reighing, filling, eurptyingl cleaning, drying, warm-

ing and filtering). Other activities can also be assessed.
There is a category for special activities, such as the switching: on

and off of machines, repairg, sraintenance work.

4.2.3.3 United States of America

The NIOSH manual pays attentj.on to:
- procedures or methods the worker uses to perform his job (including

improper use of control eguipment).
- Careless handling and unintended happenings (spills, instrument

failure, operator errors, process interruptions, lack of rnainte-
nance) .

In addition Leide1 and Busch 1261 introduce behavioral factors af-
fecting work habits. which in turn affect exposure 1eve1s (see Sect.
4.2.4.31 .

4.2.1 Orgeniaational aapsctr

4.2.4.1. United Kingdom

A preliminary survey rnay highlight defects or deficiencies in operator
arrareness and training etc. t1l.
Other aspects like the responsibility for e.g. safety and hygiene at
the workplace for meeting the needs of correct erork procedures, and

the use of RPE, are not explicj.tly stated.
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4.2.4 .2 Federal Republic of Germany

Iilhen collecting preliminary data the question of whether respirat.ors
are provided should not be taken into account. wtren evaluating com-
pli.ance with MAK varues, and detemining the measurement procedure for
the contror system, areas where and times when respirators ale rrorn
must not be taken into considelation. Reference should. be made to the
corresponding rules for the use of respirators.
other organisational aspects are not expricitry t.aken into account in
che checklists of t?l and t9l.

4,2.4.3 United States of Aneri.ca

These aspects are not mentioned in the NrosH manual as variables to be
considered in the initial assessment,. Leid,er and Busch tzil introduce
behavioral factors affecting work habits which in turn may affect ex-
posure levels:
- Job practice, movements and habits of a worker.
- Training of a'worker.
- Attitude of a rorker.
- Attitudes of management and aupervisors.
- The presence of eguipment for measuring exposure, industrial hygiene

personnel or supervisory personneL.

{.3 Population at risk

,l .3.1 Unitcd Xingdoa

Everyone e:q)osed to chemicaL substances in hazardous amounts shourd, be
identified through the initial assessment..

4.3 .2 Ecdere,l Reprdrlic o! Geraany

The measurement procedure must supply representative results on the
exposure to which employees are subject.

{.3.3 United Statcr of taerica

In the initial assessment should identify employees and,/or work opera_
tions that may be associ.ated with exposures at or above the action
leve1 (At) .
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This identj.fication is made on best professional judgement considering
all variables affecting exposure levels. Little gruidance is given on

how to make such a decision.
If an eurployer finds that exposure at or a.bove the AL may occur for a

specific operation and chemical substance, he is obliged to nake an

exposure measurement of the employse believed to have the greatest ex-
posure (maximr:rn risk employee). Criteria for identification of maxi-
mum rj.sk eurployees are discussed in Section 5.4.3.

4.4

tt.{.1 Irnited lfingdoa

During the initial assessnent information may be obtained from pre-
vious operating experience. The design and operation of the process or
work activit,y should be studied and the exposurg assessed.

1.1.2 Fed.ral. RcpubJ.ic of Gqtaany

The purpose of obtaining preliminary data is to determine compliance
with llAK values. Preliminary data, based on measurements, consist of
knowledge of the spatial and tenporal distribution of the substance in
the working area. The required information on the concentration of the
su.bstance in the working area is provided by the avai.lable e:lposure
measurements, other measurements available, comparable pLants or ac-
t.ivities and reliable calculat,ions.

If the information is insufficient, it should be supplemented by mea-

surements, generally specific measurements in the working area. They
may record the e:q)osure directlyt ot the concentration at the eraission
points from which the exposure may be calculated. Depending on the an-
alytical possibilities and the work procedures recordedr the loca-
tions, times and durations of the measurements must be selected so
that they can be used together with the information afready availalrle
to calculate the shift averag:e. In addition the 1eveI, duration, fre-
quency and interval of the exposure peaks which occur systematj.cally
in the working routine must be recorded with reference to short-term
value requirementg.

The many different possibilities of. taking measurements may all be

used here in order to make allowance for the different conditions in

Otber (exposure) data
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the different t]rpes of working areas and to prevent erroneous evarua-
tions from being made because the approach is pre-established and
rigid.

The checklj.st in t9l stat.es that
other monitoring data flom the same

comparable becauge operations and
similar.

t,he hygienist has to determine j.f
factory of from the literatule are

work procedureg can be considered

For simple calculations the mean use per hour of the basic substances,
and the concentration of dangerous substances can be used. rt. is also
be possible to use emission measurements and ventiration data as input
data for a calculation:

c - mass per hour/total ventilation volume per hour.

In t161 and in t91 exarq)Ies are given of calculations. It is assumed
that t,here is an even rnixing of t,he contaminant in the air of the
workplace, and that the air chang:e rate is equal for the whole working.
area. Since a steady state sit.uation is usually reached wit,hin an
hour, this state can be used for calculatj.ng the concentlation.
A further discussion on the carculation of concentrat.ions is given in
I .4.2.

{.,1 .3 Unitcd Statcr of tucrica

No guidance is gi-ven for using exi.sting measurement d.ata from com-
parable situations.
some guidance is provided for the use of equations to estimate concen-
trations of sorvents in the breathing zone. Eoerever, it is sometimes
simpler to actually perform some measurements than to make calcula-
tions that may be questioned by an OSEA inspector.
oSItA regulations require that employee's complaints or symptoms that
may be attributable to significant, exposure must ahrays be consid.ered
in the initiar assessment. Any occupational health nurse or physician
seeing the employees should be consult,ed in.this respect.
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4.5

{.5.1

Initial Conc].usions

United Kingdou

An initial assessment can lead to the conclusion t,hat no further sam-
pling is necessary because exposures are assessed to be below a level
of significance.
It may also lead to the conclusion that exposures require immediate
remedial action before any aJ.r sampling studies are appropriate.
However, it nay be concluded that the initial assessment cannot be
completed without first-hand evidence of exposure levels. In such a
case quantitative sampling for the contaminant (s) in guestion will
have to be arranged (q.v. 5.1.1).

4.5.2 F€deral. Republic of c6r.Eany

After the substances involved at the workplace have been listed, and
basic information on the nature of the plant, work procedures, working
areas and preliminary data have been obtained there comes the question
rrhether a decision is possible at thi.s stage.
If the answer is no, a survey has to be done for the purpose of sup-
plementing the preliminary information by measurements. rn that case
the procedure continues with chapter 5. If a decision is possible on
the material collected so far, one possibili.ty is that there is no
compliance with the 8-hour IWA linit or the short,-Lerm requirements.
In t.hat case measures need to be taken to reduce the exposure, after
which the procedure of the WAA can start again. If there is compli-
ance, it is necessary t.o establish its permanence or the fulfillment
of a substance criterion. In the latt.er case the procedure can be
stopped, and there is no need of routine monitoring. This last conclu-
sion needs to be checked ieg'ularly because of possible changes in the
process or the MAK values.
In all other cases a procedure for routine monitoring has to be esta-
blished (q.v. 5 ,1.21 .

4.5.3 United States of .lnerica

If exposures are found to be beLow the AL, there is no need for expo-
sure measurements to be made. If exposures may be alrove the A!, the
exposure of the maximum risk enployee for each hazardous work opera-
tion should be measured (see Section 5).
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In both cases a report should be written containing the following
data:
- Date of report,.
- Name and social security nunber of each employee considered in a

rork operation.
- Work operation performed at time of measurement.
- Location of work operations.
- Chemical substances to which the employee may be exposed in each

work operation.
- Any info:mation, observations and estimates that may indicate expo-

sure of this enployee to a chemical substance.
- Ttle PELS or TLVS for each chemical.
- Complaints and sytBptoms that may be attributable to chemical expo-

sule.
- Tlpes and effectiveness of any control measures taken.
- Operating conditions and ranges for producti.on, process, and control

tneasures.

- Sumnary including any furt.her action required.
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5.

5.1

suRvErs (Nor RouErNE uoNrEoRrNc)

Iatroductioa

5.1.1 Unitcd Eingdou

fn t.he (IK surveys are conducted on different levels of sophistication
(see Section 2.1 for a flow diagran of monitoring strategies).
A preliminary survey should provide basic quantitative information on
the efficiency of process and engineering control measures and on the
like]y extent of exposure of workers to hazardous gubstances. ff the
extent and pattern of exposure cannot be reliably assessed by a brief
preliminary survey a more detailed surv€1zr wi}l be necessary. This is
partsicularly appropriate when:

- the results of the preliminary surveys show that exposure is very
variable;

- large nudbers of people nay be at risk of excessive exposurei
- personal sampling results are close to or in excess of the appro-

priate exposure limit,s and the cost of additional control measures
cannot be justified rrithout further evidence as to the extent of the
risk.

Preliminary and detailed surveys are e:qploratory, self contained and
are concluded once prevailing conditions have been de--ermined. The aim
should be to ensure that all sorkers are protected on a day-to-day ba-
sis and that any necessary remedial measures are puE in hand if the
possibility of excessive e:<posure is identified. They should be con-
ducted, if indicated by the initial assessment:
- on start,-up of a new processi
- on setting of a new exposure limit or revised action level,.
- when there has been a substantial change in the process, operations

or control measures,'
-. when unusual, intermittent or infrequent operations or processes are

to be conducted (batch production, major maintenance or during de-
cornmissj.oning of plant) .

Since exposure patterns are ofteri subject to considerable and fre-
quently unsuspected variations, and since numerical data may be sub-
ject to large errors, assessing: exposurd to hazardous substances re-
quires more than a single measurement. The errors can be reduced by
refining the techniques used and by including supportive evidence such
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as the observations of a competent investigator. The strategiy selected
will depend on the purpose of the survey being conducted. If the pat-
tern is very variable, or if large nufibers of workers are involved, it
is unlikely that a fj-rst-Ievel stratey (4.1.1.) will prove very reli-
ab1e.
A second-level strategry will be appropriate for most detailed surveys.
At this leve1, emphasis is placed on the accurate measulement of TwA

exposures and relating this to the appropriate l0-minute and 8-hour
TWA limits (see 4.1.1). Occasionally a high degree of sophistication
is necessary in a sampling prog'ranrme. It is beyond the scope of the
gnridance note EH-42 to give full details of the procedures necessary
for such a third-Ievel strategy.

The surveys do not have to be reported in a certain format or.even in
writing. In order to be able to g'ive some information on the extent of
what is usually taken j.nto account when exposures are assessed, the
data reporting sheet used by ESE personnel to present the results of
environmental monitoring will be used as an example (Appendix A).
Though these measurements, rhich are nainly done by the Field Consu1-
tant Groups, cannot easily be fitted into the nolmal pattern of
preJ.iminary survey, detailed survey or roritine monitoring, the
monitoring can be supposed to be at least comparable to a det,ailed
survey of secondary level. The neasurements done by the ESE can be
considered to be exemplary to others in industry.

5.1.2 Ecdcral Relrublic of cea.aeay

If the is information available is insufficient for determinin!, com-
pliance wit.h t,he linit and reaching conclusion in the initial assess-
ment, supplementary information has to be obtained by a survey.
In the Federal Republic, the survey usually forms part of an initial
assessment, because a WAA (Arbeitsbereichanalyse) can cover a survey
and initial assessment at the same time. In order to discern the dif-
ferent stages of the monitoring strategies in three countries, this
leads for t,he FRG to a rather arcificial disti.nction between the ini-
tia] assessment and surveys. Unfortunately this means there will be
guite some cross references in this chapter.
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5. 1.3 United States of .lnerica

once a rrritten exposure determination is made indicating exposures at
or above the AL, the eq)loyer is obliged to make an e:q)oaure measure-
ment of the maximr:nr risk employee(s). rf the exposure of the maximum
risk employee is at or above the AL, it is necessary to identj_fy and
measure all emproyeeg whose exposures may be > AL. The same consi-

'derations t,hat were used in the previous chapter must now be emproyed.
to serect and categorise workers accorrring to e:q)ected risk potential.

5.2 Substances

5.2.1 Uaitsd Xingdoa

(a) Information on substances

rn 4.1.1 a description is given of the assessment of the chemica]
substances involved.
In the dataform (Appendix A) used by HSE there is space for four dif-
ferent substances to be analysed from one sample. Normally this space
is sufficient.

(b) Sampling equipruent and analytical methods

Reference is made to Section 4.1.1.

(c) Personnel

The same conditions as gtated in 4.1.1 can be applied to this section.

5.2.2 Eedcral Republ5.c of Gc:aany

The information on substances and its different aspects is t,he same
for this place as that, for the initial aasessment. Reference is made
to Section 4.L.2.

5.2.3 Unitsd Statas of .f,ncrica

The same applies.as mentioned in Section 4.1.3.
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5.3 Identification of, f,actors affecting e:.Posure

5.3.1 Processeg and sourcea

5.3.1 .1 United Kingdom

Section 4.2.L.1 lists some primary process variables can affect air-
borne concentrations. It also applies to surveys.
Surveys requi-re a detailed knowledge not only of the processes in-
volved and the nature and the substances used, but also of the indivi-
dual tasks of employees. Static or background samples may help in as-
sessing exposure patterns, and provide additional information on the
performance of engi.neering controls. If the extent and pattern of ex-
posure cannot be reliably assessed by a brief preliminary survey, a

more exhaustive investigation will be necessary.
The nunber of sa.urples to be taken will depend on the circumstances,
but the investj.gaLor must be confident that, within reason, he has ad-
eguately covered al1 work and exposure cycles.
It is often useful to select the individual workers and the statj.c po-
sitions for monitoring part,Iy on a systematic basis in relatj.on to the
expected expogure pattern but also to include cerEain random elements
to serve as a check on the qualitative preliminary assessment.

lhe guidance note emphasises the variations in concentrations possibly
due to the nature of the processes. The amount of space reserved for
describing processes and sources in the dataform (Appendix A) is lim-
ired.
The onLy place where a description of the process (and specific job)
can be entered is under the heading' 'sample description'.

when the 'exposure type' is considered to be normal, i.e. if in the
hygienist I s opinionr or oD the basis of no other information to the
contrary, the exposure estimate obtained from the sample is likely to
be a valid estimate for normal working conditions at that sj.te, the
exposure type is coded as N. If, in the hygienist's opinionl the expo-
sure estimate is likely to be higher, for example if throughput is
much higher than normal or if ventilation has broken dorrn, the expo-
sure type is coded as H. By consequence, if in the hygienistrs opinion
the exposure estimate is ]ikely to be lower, for example when the gen-
eral ventilation is better because of high winds etc., the exposure
type is coded as L.
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Iwo tlrl)es of control measures are coded in the data sheet with envi-
ronmental nonitoring resu.Lts: local exhaust ventilation (LEV) and res-
piratory protective equipment (RPE) .

tYesr is entered on the data sheet for environoental monitoring re-
sults if LEV was provided at the process concerned. 'No' is entered if
LEv was not, provided, or if the LEV provided was obviously ineffec-
tive. A f,ine judgement as to hou effective the LEV was is not required.
for this pur?ose.
For personal sam5rles, tyes' is entered on the data sheet if RpE was
worn by the elrployee- sarpled. 'Not is entered if RPE riras not worn or
if the RPE r,orn ras obviously unsuitable. A judgetnent as to whether
the actual protection factor ras adequate for the exposure expected is
not required for this purpose.

A detailed description of the procelrs or operations used, of tools and
equipment, rorchines and installations, rar naterials, int.e:mediates,
products, cont,arinants, ancillary chenicals, process conditions, rou-
ting and other control neasures is nor:mally not given in the dataform
previously nentioned (\pendix A) .

Of course there is alrays the possibiliLy of mentioning other relevant
data and observations in the visit report. EE-42 states that numerical
results should be sullported by and interpreted in the light of other
information, guctr as Beasurements of vent,ilation perfomance or the
observations by a cotqretent person of leak sources, sork procedures
etc. Results should, therefore, be tabulated and relevant anbient and
operating conditions noted. The tables may also inc.Lude a column re-
cording what action if any is to be taken by whom and srhen. As the
above mentioned infornation is not like1y to be included in gpendix A
or B, it ril]. not be included in the data bases (7.1). fhe interpre-
taLion of the results in the light, of other infomation will then be
difficult.
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5.3.1.2 Federal Republic of Gemrany

lhe infomation on processes and sources is the same in this phase as
that in the initial assessment. Reference is made to Section 4.2.L.2.
On the monitoring t3l gives information. Depending on the analytical
possibilities and work procedures, the locations, times and durations
of the measurements must be selected so that they can be used together
t ith the information already available for calculating the shj.ft aver-
age. In addit,ion the level, duratj.on, frequency and interval of the
exposure peaks rhich occur systematically in the working routine must.

be recorded with re'ference to the short-term value requirenents. A

precise evaluation of the short-term criteria presented in Table 1,
and translation of the criteria into a monitoring gtrategy, is te-
dious. Not. only have substances of categrories I, IV and V to be san-
pled just as long as the duration of the period of higher exposure,
because the concentration (of tt ice the limit) is defined as an in-
stantaneous value but also the frequency of the excursions has to be
taken into account.
The substances of categories II.1, fI.2 and III have a time base of 30

minutes, whj.ch means that sampling times trave to be chosen of 30 nin-
utes or less.
In the FRG gridance is given on the frequency of monitoring for samp-
les that do not cover a whole shift.
The averaging t,irue is the time basis for individual readings. It is
often a characteristic of the analytical procedure and is determined
by the saqlling time and/or tine action of that procedure.
A particularly appropriate method of determining the average value is
to obtain the avelage for the whole exposure time during a shift. If
the averaging time in t,he anallrt,j-cal procedure is shorter, the minimunr

number of measurements required over 8 hours must be taken from Table
2. Only when exposure is considerably shorteE can the number be re-
duced.

The TWA shift average is the arithmetic average of the individual
readings with a shorC averaging tine. When the averagi.ng times vary a
time-weighted arithmetic average mrst be calculated.
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labla 2 Minimum number of sarples.

Averaging t,ime
(sanplins tine)

Nunber of samples

>30

>20

>t2
>4
>3
>2

22 hours > 1

The freguency of monitoring depends on the TIvA of the measurement (see
5-7-21 . rf the measured value is less.than a quart,er of the limit, mo-
nitoring has to be done at least once every G4 weeks. rf the TwA is
more than a guarter and less than half the rimit the nonitoring has to
be repeat.ed within 32 weeks; and if the TwA is more half the limit but
in corqrliance with the lirnit the frequency is at least once every 1G

weeks. For the interpretation see 5.7.2.

5.3.1.3 United States of Anerica

The sane applies as ment,ioned in Section 4.2.L.3.

5.3.2 l?orking cnvironaaat

5.3.2.1. United Kingdom

section 4.2.2.1 rists some primary varia.bles that affect airborne con-
centrations in the working environment. Anbient conditions shouId be
taken into account if they aEe likely to have a sigmificant effect on
exposures. This i.s partj.cularly rerevant to outdoor operations where
wind speed and direction can have a major effect.

rn the data sheet used by ESE for reporting the environmental monitor-
ing results (Appendix A) the only reference to factors rerating'to the
working environment is under 'exposure t]aper and LEv whi-ch has been
reported in 5.3.1.1.

10 seconds
1 Binute
5 minutes

15 mi.nutes
30 minutes
t hour
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Other factors concerning the size of the workplace, or influencing ge-

neral ventilation or general hygiene, are not notmally reported in the
data sheet uentioned previously.

5.3.2.2 Federal Republic of Germany

The inforraation on the working environment is largely the same as that
in the initial assessment. Reference is made to Section 4.2.2.2. For
some aspects the checklist in [9] goes into more detai], these will be
presented here. The pLace of monit,oring has to be represented by a

photograph or topogEaphical sketch.

Working environment,: open, part,ly open, closed
size: 50 m3 <; 5O_5OO m3; ) 5000 m3.

Ventilation: general rindows/doors: oPeni closed,'
open/closed skylights;

Mechanical ventilation; outside air; clean air; recirculation

loca1 exhaust ventilation nolyes
hood: pipe, slot; with blowing jet
hood position: at side; above table,' ventilation/booth,'
other:

Control measures: no/yes; ret process
Local controls,' central controlmeasures.

Filtering devices! mechanical, electric, wet

Ventilation air: removal,' recirculation.

Distance source and LEV: 0.5 n <,' 0.5-1 m,' > 1m.
Airspeed at hood of LEv: < 0.5 m.s-1; 0.5-5 rn.s-l; ) 5 m.s-1.
Dimensi.ons of hood: diameter . .. cm or . .. cm x . .. cm.

Anbiant meteorolog'ical
cond.itions: sunny - cloudy - overcast - rain/snow - hazy.
wind speed: 1ow - moderate - high - storm.
Outside temperature: oC.

barometer reading: Pa.

relative humidity: t.

For the duratj.on and frequency of monitoring see 5.3.1.2.
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5.3.2.3 Irnited states of Anerica

Ihe same applies as mentioned in Section 4.2.2.3.

5.3.3 f,ort procedurea

5.3.3.1 United Kingdom

Section 4.2.3.1 contains some remarks on rrork procedures. Although
they also apply to this section they will not be repeated here.
The best approach to a sampling strategy is to divide the exposed po-
pulation into groups that are as homogeneous as possible in relation
to the tlpe of rork, duration of exposure etc. The groups with the
highest suspected exposure are then selected, and the pattern of sork
in relation to suspected sources of contaninant release is stud.ied..
Peliods of elevated or tpeak' ercposure are identified, and sarpling is
conducted during these phases of t.he work cycle. Personal sarrpling
techniques should be used, but static or background sampling may be
useful in verifying the existence and tlT)es of sources of contaminant
release, and in assessing the effectiveness of engineering control
measures. The number of samples to be taken wiII depend on the local
circumstances, but the investigator must be confident that he has
within leason covered adequately arr individuar rork patterns and the
overall rork and exposure cycles. Periods of maximum exposule should
be identified and couq>liance with both 10-minute and B-hour TwA limits
should be re-assessed by repeating .rny measurement on different days
or shifts sufficient to cover the range of anticipated e)q)osure condi-
tions.
If there is considera.ble variation j-n the day to day workingi pattern
it may be necessary to sanple on sufficient days to cover the antici-
pated variations.
It is inportant to take account of operatj.ons carrie<i out at the be-
ginning or end of the work period, so that operations rhich may sigmi-
ficantJ.y influence the overall exposure level, such as weighing out
for and charging batch mixing n,chines and machine cleaning, can be
included. Valuable additional information may be obtained by splitting
the shift into separate short,er sa.upling periods,
Every effort should be made to identify any individual rrith an abno!-
mal e:<posure pattern due to different or poor work procedures. lhe ESW

Act refers to all employees and, consequently, it is the individual
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resulls that are irq)ortant for compliance purposes and not just group

average exposures.
In 5.3.1.1 reference has been made to the space alloted for rriting a
tsample description' and rexposure tlper in rhich rork procedure re-
lated matters are algo to be reported.

5.3.3.2 Federal Republic of Getmany

The infomation on work procedures is largely the same as that in the
initial asaessment. See Section 4.2.3.2. For durati.on and frequency of
monitorinq, see 5.3.L.2.
Appendix C shors that every working area (Arbeitsbereich) in which
normally a specific nrrrnber of activities is done, has its own identi-
fication code.

5.3.3.3 United States of Anerica

The same applies as mentioned in Section 4.2.3.3.

5.3.a Orgaaitat1oarl .!pcct!

5.3.4.1 United Kingdom

In the UK the giuidance note [1] gives a slight reference to organisa-
tional aspects in the way that a prelininary survey may highlight de-
fects or defj.ciencies in operator arrareness and training etc.
Other aspects like the responsibility for e.g. safety and hygiene at
the workplace, f,or meeting the needs of correct work procedures are
not explicitly stated in the gruidance note.
The use of RPE is reported on the data form (Appendix A). This is
presented in Section 5.3.1.1.

5.3. 'l .2 Federal Republic of Germany

Ihe infornation on organisational aspects is largely the same as that
in the initial assesement. See Section 4.2.4.2.
glltren evaluating compliance rith limit values, areas where and times
when respirators are worn must not be taken into consideration. For

the use of respirators, reference is made to the corresponding rules.
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5.3.4.3 United States of America

The gane atrplies as mentioned in Section 4.2.4.3.

5.{ Population at aLlt

5.4.1 Unitsd Aiagdoa

Not onJ.y those rho may be routinely e:<posed (e.g. process operators)
need to be considered, but also those liable to be intemittentry ex-
posed (e.g. aaintenance workers, cleaners, crane dri.vers, etc.). lhis
requires a detailed knowredge not only of the processes involved and
the nature and coryosition of the substances used. but also of the in-
dividual tasks of euployees.

rhe best allproach to a sampling stEategy is to d,ivide the e:q)osed po-
pulation into groups that, are as irronogeneous as possibre i.n relation
to the type of work, duration of o<posure etc. (see e.S. 5.3.3.1).
A second-lever strategy rill be appropriate for most. detailed surveys.
At this level, emphasis is placed on the accurate Deasurement of rwA
exposures and relating this to the appropriate 10-minute and, g-hour
TllA linits. This means that, rhenever possible, the entire period of
an individual e:<posure should be covered, either by one or by severar
consecutive samples. Ifhere several samtrrles must be taken and. sanpling
is not continuoug, care must be taken to ensure th.rt the periods of
high exposure are thoroughry covered, and, furly considered in time-
weighting carculation. This can be accourplished by a regime of 'stra-
tified' sanpring rhich concentrates more sampling effort into the pe-
riod of probabre naximum exposure. The overall aim should be to quan-
tify personal exposures as accuratery as is necessaly to provide evi-
dence of contror rithin exposure limits and of the efficiency of rork
procedures and engineering control method.s. periods of maxinum expo-
sure should be identified and conpriance with both l0-minute and. g-
hour TWA limits ghould be re-agsessed by repeating any Beasurement on
different days or shifts sufficient to cover the range of anticipated
exposure conditions.
on prenises rhere a number of peopre are engaged in similar jobs, saar-
pring can be carried out, nost effectiveLy on a group basis. The peopre
exposed shourd be divided into jobs doing identicar or sirnirar work in
the same area. rf there is considerable variation between the work of
each shift. (e.g. between day and nigit shifts) workers on each shift
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should be regarded as a separate group. Any individuals with unique
exposure patterns should be identified so that their exposure can be

measured separat.ely. Wtrere a group measurement is planned, the air
sampting shouLd be carried out on a random sarq>le of individuals from
the r,rhole group. Sufficient samples should be taken to cover the range

of activities and exposures erithin the group and to provide a sound

basis on which to assess these exposures and any predictable changes
in future e:q)osure.

5.1.2 Federal Republic of Geroany

fhe measurements in the g'uidance note [3] ale intended to give an as-
sessment of exposure. Exposure means the presence of a substance in
the air rrithin employees' breathinq areas. Exposure is quantified by
indicating the concentration and its time reference. The time refe-
rence in TRGS 402 is the shift length.
In Germany the workingi area (Arbeitsbereich) is a central point in the
analysis. The working area may include one or more work stations. The

population at risk as distinguished in the UK or USA is totally dif-
ferent j-n the FRG, and depends on how many different working areas are
defined in a certain workplace during: t.he initial assessment. For a

discussion see 8.4.2.
For the duration and frequency of monitoring, see Section 5.3.1.2.

5.{.3 united States of l8arica

In the a.bsence of measurements at this stage, the sefectj-on of the
maximum risk employee (s) must be made by comparing for each work ope-
ration the estimated exposure leveIs of the workers exposed.
Criteria recomended are:
- fhe eEployee closest to the source.
- Valid time-concentration estimates for workers r,rith various work

stations or work tasks.
- Air movernent patterns. Air flow could result in higher concentra-

tions further away from the source.
- Differences in work ha.Icits of individual workers.
- All information obtained during the initial assegsment (Section 4).

The selection should be made by a competent, erell-informed person.
However this approach is subject to frailties of professional judge-
ment which could 1ead. to erroneous conclusi.ons.
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If the rmaximum risk worker' cannot be selected lrit.h reasonable cer-
tainty, then the second approach is random sampling of a g.roup of sor-
kers believed to have similar (high) exposure (e.9. the same opera-
tion). This approach is less efficient than the non-random sarnple ob-
tained by professional judgement. Ihe objective of the second proce-
dure is to select a su.bgroup of adequate size, so that there is a high
probability that the random sample will contain at least one rorker
with high e)qposure, if one exists. Tables are provided giving the re-
quired sample size (n) of a random sample drawn from a group (N) xith
homog:eneous exposures, which ensures 90t or 95* confidence that at
least one individual from the highest 10t or 20t of exposures is con-
t,ained in the sample.
This technique makes no assumption on distribution and the required
sarq>le sizes are large, particularly in small groups (N<20).
the actual workers to be measured are selected randomly using a table
of random numbers. OSIIA regulations state that if an exposure of an
erE)Ioyee, regardLess of hor he is identified, is 2 AL, then it is nec-
essary to j.denilfy, for aLL workers rith e:cposures ) Af..
This provision cannot be met by sampling a subgroup
assigning the average e:q)osure obtained to all workers
cause of the considerable variation in inter-employee
once a worker is found rith overe:q)osure with respdct
whole lfroup should be measured.

Another method is the zoning method [29, 30]. It uses
places to group eq>loyees on the basis of sinilarities
vironment.
The procedure of selecting zoneg involves an exaurination of all pro-
cesses, material inventories and ventilation systems. With this in-
formation and the job classification by department, employees are pre-
liminarily assigned to zones. After the cohort size in each zone is
determined. an allpropriate nunber of errployees from each zone is ran-
domly selected for detemining the Bgag exposure of all employees in a
given zone and the e:q)ected number of eruployees with exposures in ex-
cess of the AI,. The sarttr>le size is derived assr:ming logi-normal distri-
bution of concentrations and a gieometric standard deviation (GSD) of
2.3.

The zoning method and the NIOSE method are not mut-ua11y exclusive.
Both are desigmed to minimise the burden of sampling, and both involve
preselection of ernqrloyees prior to sasrpling.

of workers and
in a group be-

exposure. Eence
to the At, the

zoning of work-
in job and en-
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The zoning strategy does not involve characterisation of each employee
per se, but characterisation of work rith respect to exposure. The

NIOSB atrategy also identifies (as required by OSHA regulations) these
eq>loyees.

Special groups

If jobs are associated with intermittent elq)osure, best professional
judgement is calLed on for deciding if and when e:<posure measurements
are required.
Special consideration should be given to,.
- The toxic potential of the chemical (particularly acute coxic ef-

fects). Generally those su.bstances rrith ceiling limits should be
looked at.

- Ttre duration and frequency of e:(posure.

Outside contractors must be provided rith al]- necessary information
concerning the potential hazards of the substances to which they nay
be exposed and appropriate protective measures required to mininize
their e:<posure.

whenever possible, the contractor or agency management should be pro-
vided rith a list of the hazardous chemicals and the safety data
sheets for the naterials their employees will be using in the course
of their work in our area.

Monitoring

The minirnum requirement for assessing the exposure of the maximum risk
erttployee or the eurployees who may be orposed to a level ) AL is a sin-
g1e measurenent representative of the maximun 8-hour TllA e:,<posure.

The measurement may take place by any cotnbination of long-term or
short term samples over the period of the PEL. The foJ.Iowing measure-
ment types for a single-day measurenent of the 8-h lIlA are described
in the NfOSE manual:

- FuII period single sample (8-h sample).
- FuIl period consecutive salrples (continuous series of several sam-

ples of shortser duration covering'the full 8 hours)
- Partial period consecutive sarq>les (one or several sa,nl.les covering

only a portion of 8 hours).
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- Grab samples (severaL samples of shore duration (minut.es) taken at
random intervals over the 8 hours).

The tfull period consecutive samplingt procedure is the rbest' stra-
tegy in that it yields an estimate with the closest confidence limits.
Ihis is because j.n the NIOSH approach of decision naking, the uncer-
tainty in the single estimate of exposure is only a function of mea-
surement errors (see s4.1.3).
The substantial day-to-day variability is not Caken into account.
Generally trro consecutive samples provide suffici.ent precision and may

reveal substantial differences in exposure levels during the full pe-
riod.
rFull period single saqrlingr is the 'second best' strategy. 'Partial
period consecutive samsrlingr is less desirable. Reliable knowledge and
professional judgement, must be used to extrapolate t.he results to an I
hour estimate. For non-compliance demonstration, the statistical test
of power is 1ow. The sampled period should cover at least 70 t.o 80t of
the fu11 period. If this is not possible, it is better to have re-
course to a grab sanpling strategy.
OSEA officers try to take at least sarnples over 7 hours during the
first day of visit. If there is a hazard. full shift sarq>ling (usually
3 consecutive sanples) is always performed on the second day.
For non-compliance situatj.ons it should always be demonstrated that
the day of sa.mpling is a represent,ative day. On scheduled inspections
at least 2 Xo 3 employees per operation are salp]-ed.

The 'grab sarq>lingt strategy is the least preferable, because the un-
certainty of the 8-hour estinate is dominated by the considerable in-
tra-day variability of exposure leveIs which are substantially larger
than the errors in the measurement method itself.
The optimr:n number of grab saq)Ies is between 8 and 11 taken at random
intervals duringr the entire 8-hour period. A table for selecting: ran-
Com saq)1ing periods during 8 hours is provided.
This applies only if t,he employee's exposure l-evels are adequately
uniform during the work shift.
If the worker is at several work locatlons or operations during a
shift, then at least 8 to 11 grab samples should be obtained during
each period of anticipated uniform exposure that. substantially contri-
butes to the TVIA. Ihe duration of each grab sample need only be enough
t.o collect sufficient mass of contaminant to exceed the lorrer detec-
t.ion limit of the analyt,ical method.
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Measulements taken for the purpose of determining exposure for sub-
stances with a ceiling linit should be taken as a l5-minute sample
(the time period of ceiling Iinit under the new OSHA standards) or a

series of consecutive samples totalling 15 minutes.
Distinction is made between environments in which the period of hiqh-
est short term erq)osure c€rn be predicted and those where this is not
possible.
For 'predictable peak exposurest a minimum of three measurements
should be taken on one shift during periods of maximum expected con-
centrations. OSEA officers usually take 6 saruples.
Al1 pertinent information related to the process or operation should
be considered so that only air samples likeIy to represent peak expo-
sures are taken.
For runpredictable peak exposu!€9r1 sampling intervals must be select-
ed at random throughout the work shift to allow statistical inferences
to be made.

If the process appears constant during the work shift, the nulnber of
periods that should be sarEpled is estimated on basis of the same

distribution free technique as for selecting a sample from a homoge-

neous risk group.
The premise used is that at least one period is from the top 10 or 20t
of the distribution. The particufar ti.ne periods to be sampled are se-
Iected in the same rray as for the grab saq>ling procedure.

In the NIOSE manual no gruidance is given for the assessment of expo-
sure to mixtures.

5.5 Cbeck on resu].ts

5.5. 1 Unitcd tingdoa

llhere group sampling is carried out the results should be carefully
analysed to make certain t,hat they are valid for all the individuals
of the group.
A wide distribution of results shows considera.ble variation rrithin the
group and could indicate that particular individuaLs have not been
grouped correctfy. In such circunstances further subdivision of the
group could focus on those at risk of excessive exPosure and make most

efficient use of sampling resources.
Within a homogeneous group exposure patterns Ltill stil1 be subject to
both random and systematic variations, particularly for indoor condi-
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tions. A useful rure of thumb is that no individualls exposure should
be less than half or greater than trrice the group mean.
Every effort should be srade to identify any individual with an abnor-
mal e:<posure pattern due to different or poor work procedures. lhe ESW

Act refers to all empl0yees and, consequently, it is t.he i.ndividual
results that are iEportant. for conqrliErnce purposes and not just group
averag'e elrposures.
A furt,her check on the results can be rnade by not only selecting the
individuar workers and static positions for monitoring on a systematic
basis in relation to the expected exposure pattern, but by al.so
including certain random elements.

5.5.2 lederal Republ'ic of Ger:aany

No special reference is nade of a check on the resu.Lts apart from the
normal procedures for examining the analytical methods.

5.5.3 Unitad Statca of taerica

rn practice .lata are rejected only rrhen gross measurement. errors are
suspected (full t.ime consecutive sampling may give a cLue) and the
cause can be identified (e.9. tarpering with the sampling device). Vi-
gua] observations of the emproyees activities during sa:q>ring is im-
Port'ant.

$lhen subgroups from a homogeneous risk group are sampled the exposure
variability should not be too high, otherwise exposure estimates of
individual emproyees riIl have a substantial amount of uncertainty
(zoning methods). rf t.he variability of the distribution exceeds a csD
of 3.0, the selection of the risk group shou.Ld be re-exa:nined t26l,
Further sa.upling may be necessary to define a more limited population
in order t.o achieve tight enough confidence intervars for making deci-
sions.

5.6 Calculatioa of IIIA

5.6.1 Uaited Xiagdon

Results should normally be reported as an 8-hour TWA. If one whole
shift sample is taken, then results should be calculated as foLlows:
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If the working shift is exactly 8 hours, then the result of a whole

shift sarqrle is the 8-hour TWA.

TflA . c1 trl8 - cr tr - 8.

If,the rorking shift is less than 8 hourg, the TV|A can be calculated
assuming zero exposure during the remaining time. Any assunPtion of
zero erlposure during. a non-sampling period should be evaluated cri-
tically. It may alternatively be assumed that exposure during the
non-sampling periods is the same as that measured (i.e. continuous

exposure) or is at some intermediate level. Any such assumption

shoul.d be justified by some evidence.

TrlA - (cr t:. + ol /8 - cr trl8

- if the rrorking shift is more than I hours,
mined for a representative 8-hour period of

tr<8.

the TwA should be deter-
the working shift..

TIIA - cl trl8 tr>8.

Calculation of 8-hour TIIA from split sam;r1es should be made by sumdng

the products of individual sarrpling results and corresponding duration
of sarqrling in hours and dividing the resulting sum by 8.

TWA- (c1 . tl * c2 . t2 + ....)/8 t1 + t2 + ... - 8.

Calculation of tWA for intermittent e:q)osures can only be done when an

operatorrs daily t ork patterng are known. The exposure level for each

job shoulcl be measured or estj.mated from other information. From the
meagured, knOwn and aSSumed concentrations and the duration Of the
normal daily rork pattern, a TWA can be calculated analogous to that
from split sarples.

Calculation of lo-minute TWA concentration can be done from a 10-

minute sanrple, which should be taken at periods of 'peak' or elevated
e:q)osure as identified by previous study of the phases of the rrork cy-

cle. Furthermore, a 10-minute IWA exposure should not be assessed on

the basis of addition of intermittent short periods of less than 10

minutes of high exposure during a working day. The 10-minute TwA expo-

sure should usually be assessed by sampling for a 1o-minute period. If
methods are available for sampling over periods of less than 10 roin-
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utes, the resultg nay be averaged down sro as to obtain a 1O-minute
flcA.

Mixed exposures shourd be assessed in a srightry different way [2]. rt
is essential that all the assessments are based on the concentrations
of each of the constituents rj.n airr to rhich rorkers are e:q)osed. rf
there are no e:<perts assessments for a particular mixed e:<posure, the
various tlpes should be considered in the f,ollowing'order:
- synergistic substances. speciarist advice should be obtained on the

assessment.
- Additive substances: shere there is reason to believe that the ef-

fects of t,he constituents are tadditive', and where exposure rimits
are based on. the same health effects, the mixed e:<posure should be
assessed by Eeans of the for:urula:

Ct/Lt + Cz/.Lz + Cs/Ls ... < 1

where ct, cz etc. are the concentrations of constituents in air and,
Lt, L2 etc. are the corresponding exposure linits.

- rndependent substances: where no synergistic or additive effects are
known or considered likery, the constituents can be regalded as ac-
ting rindependently,. Every substance is regarded on its own.

E:<posure to mixtures does not necesaarily have to mean that there is a
simultaneous exposure to different substances during a certain time.
Even when an erployee rorks with different substances for a different
period of time during one shift this may need to be considered as ex-
posure to a mixture.

5.6.2 Fed.ra.L Repulrlie of Gcraany

Different analytical procedures produce readings rith different ave-
raging times and yield different anounts of information. rn order to
be able to evaruate alr measurements in the same way, stand,ardised
quantities must be obtained from the different. readings. the reference
period is introduced for this purpose. rt is the period to which arr
the resurts used in the alrsessment must rerate, either because they
have the reference period as their averaging t.ime, or because varues
can be produced frorn them, eithei by averaging or some other proce-
dure, which relate to this reference period.
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For the purpose of this TRGS [3] the reference period is standardised
as one shift. AlI readings must therefore be processed so that they
produce a result based on a period of one shift. The result is based
on the arithmetic nean of the measured concentrations, when the aver-
aging time of the different measurements is not uniform, the TIYA has
to be calculated:

TY|A - (cl t1 + c2 . tz + ...)/(tr + tz + ...)

If the duration of exposure by nature of the work procedures is short-
er than a shift, the measured exposure is to be related to the lenqrth
of the shift. Of coulse corrpliance with the short term reguirements is
necessary.
Por substances without a short,-tem value, concentrations of.exposure
shorter than one hour ghould not exceed 8 times the shift linit.

If the exposure can be considered to be similar during the non-monj.-
toringi hours, an 8-hour TI|A can be calculated from a very limited sam-

pling time. This tine can be found in !a.b1e 2. lf, on the other hand
the exposure during non-monitoring' hours is zero, the 8-hour TWA is
Iowered proportionally. For the monitored periods a check on the
short-term reguirements remains necessary.

A special guidance note [10] covers the assessment of exposure to mix-
tures. Itre calculation involved is not unconditional:
- it is only permitted for substances with a MAK-vaIue,'

- it is only pennitted for components in the breathing air for which a
similar biological effect is probable or cannot be excluded. This
addi-tive effect is to be considered when constituents of a mixture
have the s;rme t,arget organ in the body;

- it is only permitted if the concentration of the substance is more

than 10t of the t{AK-value for that substance. (There are, however,
exceptions to this rule. They are listed in an annex to the t{AK-va1-
ue list tlll).

For substances whose effects are independent, the calculation is not
in order, and compli.ance with the different individual tfAK-values is
necessary. If there is a scientifically based TtlA-va1ue for a certsain
mixture, the calculation formula should not be used, either.
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The index for exposure mixtures is to be calcuJ.ated from the g-hour
TWA-values of the individual constitue;ts (Ci) and corresponding ILAK-
values:

I - (CtlMAK1) + (C2l!!AI(zt + ...

For T9[A values rrith a shorter reference t,ime than g hours (see Tabre
1) the substances of groups rr.1, rr.2 and rrr, the correspond.ing TWA

for a 30 minute period has to be calculated to assess whether there is
compliance with the short-term requirements.
Thi-s arso has to be done for the substances of group r on a s-Binute
basis, group v on a 1O-minute basis, and g'roup rv on a 5O-minute ba-
si.s.
As the su.bstances in the last three groups (r, rv and v) ale momentary
values which may not be exceeded at any time (this requirement is to
be considered an objective) r any information of the original resurts.
which has not been averagied out, should arso be consid.ered when check-
ing on compliance.

5. 6.3 Unitad Stetcr of .lncrice

Results should be report,ed as 8-hour TIIA.
According to OSITA regulations (29 CRE Secr. 1910-1OOO d) TWA is calcu-
lated by integrating t,he concentlation values of rfulr period single'
or 'consecutive sa.urples' over the total tj.me baie of g hours.

TWA = (c:..tr + c2.Ez +...+ cn.tn) /8 tt+t2+...+tn -8

The same applies for ceiling values. llowever, the time
riod of the ceiling limit.
For rpartial period consecutive sampling, the TI{A is
the period samples.

base j.s the pe-

calculated for

TWA - (cr.tf + c2.E2 +...+ cn.tn) / (Lt + tz +....r tn) t:.+t2+...+tn <g

For an estimate of the 8-h rwA, the enproyer may assign the TwA of the
partiar period to the whore period. rf the habits of the employee and
the work operations are identical during the sarE)res and unsampled pe-
riod, it is assumed that the unsampled period had the same averag'e ex-
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posure as the sampled period. Ilorilever, the statistical tests
are not. fully valid in this situation.
The OSITA compliance officer may denonstrate non-compliance by
j-ng the partial period TwA to a partial period PEL ( (8h/total
samples).PEL (8h) ) .

In the case of exposure to
effects OSHA specifies
equivalent exposure I:

in 5.7.3

comPar-
time of

For grab samples all samples can be directly averaged if the exPosure
is relativety constant during the work shift. Sampling time can be

omitted if the duration of each sample is short compared to the period
of the linit val,ue (e.9. each sample is less than 5t of that period).
If the employee rras at several work locations during t.he work shift,
and several grab samtrrles were t.aken during each operation with differ-
ent expected exposures, the results should be averaged for each opera-
tion. Ihe TwA is then caLculated by integrating the dj-fferent averagies

over the time base takingr account of the exposure times.
Data analysis a;rd decision procedures for this type of samplj-ng are
not given in the NIOSH manual. Por different time bases, see [31].

t-cL/Lt+c2/L2+C3/L3

5.7 lntet?retatioo

5.7. 1 United xingdon

a mixture of air contaminants r,i.th additive
the following procedure for computing

+ ... < 1

Once the sampling and analysis have been completed the results should
be meticulously collected to make int,erpretation easier so that the
maximum possible amount of information is extracted. One fign:re for
the exposure of one t orker at one process on a specific day is rarely
a reliable indicator in itself of the exposure of other workers on

that or other days. Numerical results should be supported by and in-
t,erpreted in the light of other information, such as measurements of
ventilation performance or the observations by a competent person of
Leak sources, work procedures etc. Results should, therefore, be tabu-
lated and relevant ambient. and operating conditions noted. The tables
may also include a colurnn to record what action if any is to be taken
by r,rhom and when.
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rf in a preliminary survey some exposures are significantly in excess
of the limit irnnediate remedial acti,on should be taken. If on the oth-
er hand exposures are rrerl below the limit and as low as reasonabry
practicable a losr Ievel of rwatchdogr routine monitoring can be ob-
served. If the exposures are mostly below the limit a detailed survey
may be necessary.

The followj.ng practical guidelines are given [1]:

Results Action

< 0.1 limit*

0.1 to 1.5 limit

Some results > 1.5 limit

Normally no further action, if e:<posure
is as low as is reasona.bly practi.cable.

Investigate process/control measuresi
make detailed survey to check source of
hj.gh results.

Investigate, take remedial action (e.g.
improve control measures, provide res-
piratory protection),. repeat survey to
assess effects of improvements. Respi-
ratory prot.ection may provide an effec-
tive, if short term, remedial measure
for those workers rith high exposure
whilst investigations contj.nue and en-
gineering controls are improved.

r A level higher than 0.1 Ij.m"it may

'nui,sance' or odour and there aE6

contration marurod.

indicated if the lirnit is based ontirely on

knorn effocts at th6 maxirmrm €xposure con-

be

no

If in a detailed survey some exposures aEe in excess of the limit or
not as low as reasonably practicable, remedial action should be taken.
If, on the other hand, exposures ale we}l below the limit and as low
as reasonably practicable, a low level of 'rratchdog. routine monj.tor-
ing can be observed. If exposures are significant but belo$ the limit
the routine monitoring begins (see Section 6).
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The following practical gruidelines are given [].1:

Results Action

< 0.25 limit

< 1.25 linit

Mean < 0.5 limit,
results < limit

Mean > 0.5, gome

results > limit

alI

Normally no further action, if exposure
is as low as is reasonably practicable.

Investigate control measures; take ap-
propriate remedial action, repeat sur-
v€y, using refined techniques if pos-
sible to reduce errors.

consider routine monitoring, and suit-
abJ-e frequency.

Investigate contlol measuresi improve
control measures where possible,' repeat
survey to assess effectg of improve-
mentsi consider routine monitorinq.

Eorrever, the practical guidelines, which are no more than rules of
thumb, need to be applied t ith caution. They may not be of universal
application and may need to be modified to take account, of other fac-
t.ors such as:

(a) the precision and accuracy of the sanpling and analytical tech-
niques uaed and the tlrtr)e of sampling strategy. If relatively un-
sophisticated techniques have been used, it would be unwise to
pLace too much confidence in the results, especially i,hen they are
close to the e:<posure limit. Ilowever, if the results are very high
or very Iow, a reasonable assessment of the extent of the Problem
can usually be made. As the techniques and strategies become more

refined, more confidence can be placed in the results.

(b) the qualitative evidence in the form of other informatj-on and mea-

surements and observations by a comPetent person.
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No specific statistical analysis of data from a survey i-s recouurended
j.n the UK. When a high degree of sophistication has been used in the
monitoring programrnes, statistical analysis of the results becomes
possible. These analyses may include statistj.cal studies for estj.mat.-
ing the arithmetic mean and sarple variance, and fitting the data to a
theoretical distribution function. These could be used as some of the
criteria for considering the reliability of the overall assessment and
the confidence that can be attached to any claim that the exposure
limits are being met.

5.7.2 Federal Republic ol Ger:aany

For the interpretation an unambiguous scheme is presented. Thepe is
non-compliance unless the initial assessment and survey show that the
fWA does not exceed the limit and the short-term requirements in res-
pect of the leveI, duration, frequency and interval between peaks are
met.
On the conclusion of compliance (but not permanently assured) during
the WAA the routine monitoring scheme is to be designed and recorded
(see. 6.1.2).

fabtc 3 Short.-term requirements for periods longer than a half hour
and shorter than the shift lengrt.h in order to assess com-
pliance with the limit values.

Category II.1
Duration Level

Category
Durati.on

(h) (h)

Category III
Duration Level

(h)

TI.2
Level

0.5 2 linit value < 0.5
1 1.3 limit value 1

2 L limit value 1.5
>4

5

3

2

L

linit value
limit value
limit value
Iimit value

0.5
1

2.5
6

10

2

1

limit value
limit walue
limit value
lirnit val-ue

Perilitted frequency of exposure peaks

4 times per shift Twice per shift Once per shift

The intervals between peaks eri.th higher
three times the short term reference t,i-me

exposure sha1l be at least
given in Table 1.
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The short-term values fo! Categories I, Iv and V are defined as monen-

tary values. The instantaneous value for the concentration should not
be exceeded at any time, and j.s t.herefore to be aimed at rrhen design-
ing the workplace. The TWA for periods of high exposure can be used to
check compliance.

The short-term values for Categories II and IfI are defined as TWA. If
the duratj.on of the exposure peak is egual to or shorter than 30 min-
utes, the short-term value in Table 1 or 3 for half an hour is to be
used. If the duration of the exposure peak is lonqer than 30 minutes,
the lorrer level for the short term reguirement from Table 3 is to be
used. Linear interpolation for time intervals not gj-ven in the table
is pemitted.

If there a permanently assured compliance, there is
tine monitoring.
Permanently assured compliance (rdauerhaft sichere

no need to do rou-

Ej.nhaltungr) can be
concluded:
- if a certain work process of substance criteria is fulfilled, or
- if there is permanent supervision and alarm if necessary and there

are measures taken to ensure that no shift value can exceed the u.n-
it, or

- if the TwA shift values on a Iong term basis do not exceed a fourth
of the linit. For limit values with a reference time of a year, half
the shift value has to be used.

Even when there is no need
nently assured compliance,
led to the decision may be
the 1evel of a limit vaLue.

for routine monitoring', because of perma-
regular checking of the conditions having
necessary. This also implies a change in

If t.here is non-complj.ance of TwA or short-term requirenents correc-
tive measures should be taken to reduce exposure levels. Measurements
and remedial action have to succeed each other until compliance can be

concluded.

In t7] tyro methods are presented which can be used to deci.de on com-

pliance on a statistical basis. Both statistical methods make certain
assumptions on distri.bution and peaks of the shift averag:es. In both
circumstances the days of monitoring have to be chosen at random. (For

a discussion see 8.7 .21 .
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A. As a first step t,he indivj.dual shift average (TWAi) is compared
rrith the linit. If TWAi > !,{AN, non-compliance is the result,. If
TWAi < MAK then the second step is taken.
The geometric mean is calculated:

CI{ -J TWA, . SAz . ... . ffiA'

GM has to be divided
n1

by the llAK value of the
234

subst,ance in question
56

L 0.10 0.14 0-16 0-18 o-1s o-)o
(G!I!/MAK)

If t,he calculated value (GM/!,'AK) is under the limit L, the result
.is compliance and routine monitoring can start, (6.1.2). If the cal-
culated value is above L, nore measurements have to be done. If too
many measulementg have to be performed, reduction of exposure
should be considered.
If compliance is concluded from three or fewer measurements the
working area analysis can be concluded with permanently assured
corupliance, when there is certsainty from, e.g., the init.ial assess-
ment, t,hat the fLuctuations of the shift values are small.

B. In order to be able to decide on comlrliance, at least three random
measurements are needed.
The first step is the same as in A. If TWAi > !,ttAt(, non-compliance
is the result. if TWAi S MAK t,he second step is taken:
The TWAi values are.transformed into the logarithm of the guotient
of the TWAi and !!AK. For these transformed values a mean and stan-
dard deviation by the n-1 method is calculated rrith standard sta-
tistical technigr:es. The quotient of mean and standard deviation is
then conE)ared with a limit L.

TWA. - ln (TWA.,/l{Al()

1s .
troa ) TV[A.n.U:.

i-1
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n3 10

L 1.66 5.15 4.20 3.71 3.40 3. 19 3.03 2.9L
(ffi/s)

If the cafculated value is above
compliance, and routine monitoring
calculation is less than L, more
sures have to be considered.

the limit t, the conclusion is
can start. If the result of the

measurements or corrective mea-

If conpliance is concluded from three or fewer measurements, the
working area analysis can be concluded rrith 'permanently assured
compliancer, rrhen there is certainty from, €.9., the initial as-
sessment that the fluctuations of the shift values are smaIl.

References tlol and [?] describe the calculation of TVIA values for
mixtures (see 5.6.21. The conclusion from this calculation is that
there is cornpliance if the resulting index I is not mole than 1. If
I is greater than L, there is non-compliance, According to [9] the
conclusion of non-compliance has to be drawn if I exceeds 0.5. Be-
cause this last publication is a few years old, the figure 0.5 may

not be correct at the moment.

5,7.3 United States of AEerica

The methods presented for 8-h TWAs are based on the comput.ation of
confidence limits around a single exposure estimate.
The prirnary purpose is to estimate the uncertainty due to random er-
rors of the sampJ.ing and analyt.ical procedure (denoted by CVg; see Sec-

tion 2.3). Random errors are assumed to be normally distributed with a
mean of zero and a relative standard deviation (CVr). AII procedure's in
the NIOSE manual use one-sided confidence limits chosen at the 95t
confidence leve1.
CVg is treated as a known guantity and the normal z-value, not the Stu-
dent-t, is used.
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The one-sided confidence limit (upper or lower limit, UCt or LCL) is
used to classify exposures into one of three possible categories
(Fignrre 5) .

Although the nanual describes the classificatj.on procedure in relation
to compliance with an occupational standard, the sane procedure should
be used for compliance with other criteria such as the action level.

AL
PEL

CIASSIEIqATIOIf SISTEU POR EI@II'IEE EXPOSI'RE TO @TEil,TINANTS

Clascificltion Dcfl.nitioa Statistical criilrion

coitPtJAIrtcE
E(ru..FE

o
POSSIBI.E

O/EFD(re..FE

o
NCN@T,IPUAT.ICE

D(ro.nE

o

*.1

I

A.

B.

c.

LqL (at 95t) > STD

IrCL (at 95tl S SfD

ELgure 5 classification accorrring to one sided confidence limits t24I

The enrproyer uses the utrr)er confidence limit (ucl,) to demonstrate com-
pliance. If the UCL is smaller than the AL, measurements can be termi-
nated.
If the AL is within the UCL, there is possible overe:q)osure. However,
no final statisticaJ. statement can in this case be rnade, and more sam-
ples should be taken. If the exposure estimate is at, or above the AL

llon-coqrlianc6
qrporula

Poc!iblo
oveE€rxporuEe

Coaqrliance
6:(poruRe

frcrc ic 95t confidence (barcd
on lpalulelnantr) thlt a yorker.s
eaporuse is above tbe rtandard.

Any indlvidual rho cannot b.
clasaified it! A or C.

There is a 95t confldenco
(balad on n a.ureln nts) tshat
a ,orkor'r erpolura ic be.Lor
tb. stmderd-

(Bl)
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or PEL, follow-up measurements at a frequency given by the decision
scheme (Figure 3) are required (Section 5.4.3).

Ehe compliance officer uses the lower confidence linj.t (LCL) to de-
monstlate non-corupliance in the sane way as described above.

For full period consecutive samtrrles, procedure for calculating the
confidence limits are given for the case of uniform exposure during
the t ork shift, and for the case of highly non-uniform expolrure situa-
tions. For partial period consecutive safipIes, the employer or the
cornpliance officer compute UCL or LCL respectively, for the 8-h TWA,

using the criteria nentioned in Section 5.6.3.
Grab samples are treated assuning a log-normal distribution of the
sampling results. Measurenent errors are asEumed to be negligiSle. fhe
mean (m1) and the standard deviation (st) of the log-transforned data,
together rith the nunber of saq['Ies, are plotted on a classification
chart in order to classify the exposure. If the value of s1 is greater
than 0.5 (GSD > 1.5), one or more measurements are relatively distant
from the main body of the sarple distribution. Additional measurements
should be obtained for this eq)Ioyee.
The average $(posure (I') or arithmetic mean is estimated using the re-
].ation:

i - exp. tn, + r/2 sf I

lfhen the nunber of grab sarE les is larger than 30, statistical analy-
sis is performed assuming: a normal distribution of the sampling re-
sults.
The NIOSB method for sampling a subgroup of a homogeneous risk popula-
tion in order to identify the maximum risk ernployee (s) is so desigmed
that there is a high probability of finding at least one empl.oyee with
a high exposure. lhe exposure data are checked for compliance in t,he
s:rme rray as fuJ.l period or consecutive period samples are treat.ed for
a single employee.

For zoning strategies the data are analysed first by computing the G!{,

GSD and AM for each zone (assuming log-normal distribution).
If the averages are above the limit value at least one employee is ex-
posed above t.hat value.
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An estimate can be made of the expected number of overexposed em-
ployees. If the averageg are lower than the lirnit value, the probabil-
ity of finding employees with overexposure is deternined.

lleasurements taken for complj.ance with ceiling ]inils are analysed us-
ing the following procedures (for sampling strategies, see Sectj.on
s.4.3) .

- Predictable peak erq)osures
The highest of all Beasurements (n23) is taken as a qood estiraate of
the upper e:q)osure for one work shift. Ihe 95t upper confidence lim-
it of this vaLue is used to classify the exposure in the sErme way as
full period or consecutive period sampling for an 8-h T!{A. If the
sample value exceeds the ceiling limit, the envilonment is declared
unsafe. No follow-up strategies are given.

- Unpredictable peak exposures
gaqpled periods are tleated as above. For unsrBl.led periods the pro-
babifity (p) of conrpliance sith the limit value for any one unsam-
pled period is tested. No confidence limits are calculated. A log-
no:rmal dist.ribution i!, assuned. Measurenent errors are considered to
be negligible. The classification is performed as follows:
p > 0.9
p < 0.1

classify as courpliance;
classify as non-coElrliance;

0.1 S p < 0.9 classify as possible overexposure, take nore safi[)-
les to nake a decision.
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5. ROIITIITE UONITOR,ING

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 United x:lagdoa

once the preli:ninary or detailed surveys have been complet,ed and ap-
propriate remedial action has been decided upon and is being
fuq)renented, further rout.ine monitoring may be necessary. Here the em-
phasis is on longer term objectivesr such aa checking that control
measures remain effective and that coruplS.ance with the appropriate ex-
posure limits is likely to be maintained in the future. useful infor-
mation can a].so be obtained on trends or changes in patterns of expo-
sure, so that action cErn be taken before excessive exposure occurs.

For the result,s of a routine sa.tq>ling prograrrBe to be of real use it
must, be possibre to cottrpare consecutive sets of results. This implies
that the methodology used for colJ.ecting the safiples needs to be
ri.gorously planned to ensure that the overarl error can be estinated
and that g'enuine changes j.n the exposure pattern can be recognised.
Routine monitoring plogEzunmes that are not well designed can produce
€rn apparentry reassuring bulk of paperwork, but the real informat,ion
content nay be 1ow and interpretation wit.h any degree of confidence
extremely difficult.

6.1.2 lcdcrel Bepubl.ic ol, Ger:nray

After the conclusion is reached in the working' area analysis (Arbeits-
bereichanalyse) that there is compliance (and that there is no per-
manently assured corupriance) step 4 in the working area anarysis has
to be taken. This means that the monitoring methods for t,he routine
monitoring have t,o be recorded:
- saq>ling and analysis method;
- averagj.ng time,
- sampling place or places;
- saq>ling duration,:
- a method for the calculation of the results from the measured val-

uesi
- other guidance for the monitoring.
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step 4 completes the rrorking area anal,ysis and routine monitoring
start,s,
In order to be abte to check the resuJ.ts of the analysis of the work-
ing area, and to identify chang'es in exposure using t,he control mea-

surement system, the basic information and preliminary data should
form the basis for establishing the measurement procedure for each
measurernent during routine monitoring. Such a measurement is always a

progr.uGre of neasureloents over the leogth of a thift, the results of
'which must be coepared with the ttAI( value.

The measurenent procedure lays down the analytical method(s), the ave-
raging titne(s) the location(s) and time(s) of the measurements, the
method for calculating the result from the reading(s), and further in-
str:uctions on taking measureBents.
For exarnpJ.e, t,he shift average may be neasured directly and compared
with the t{Al( value. Another possibility is to take a nunber of sepa-
rate Beasurenents xith a shorter averaging time during the shift and

to use the readings to calculate the results, either by averaging or
by other weighting methods suited to the e)q)osure.

If the e:q)osure is characterised by e:q>osure peaks, these must also be

recorded, in line with the short-tern value requirements.

Before routine nonitoring is perforrned, it is assumed that there i3
conpliance. At the end of the working area analysis, a specific mo-

nitoring method is recorded. According t,o this scheme the routine mo-

nitoring has to take place at certain t,ime intervals that depend on

the airborne concentrations. The advice is given to start the first
routine monitoring on conpletion of the workingl area analysis.
The use of a written nonitoring scheme seems right, but in practice it
is not, because changes in the process conditions or :ury other changes

that may substantially inftuence the exposure automatically Iead to a

new working area analysis. Also a changing limit value leads to a new

working area analysis. Because the rhole Process of assegsment is com-

pleted and the analysis itself is recorded, this new wAA is not very
time-consuming.
A second inporeant aspect of a lrritten monitoring scheme is that the
unifomity of the sample collection gxrarantees that results of dif-
ferent routine monitoring excercises are easier to compare than when

the sam1)Iing procedure has not been carefully recorded.
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5.1.3 United Stat.! of la.ricr

with respect to the NrosH scheme re consider routine monitoring ar1
follow-up measurements for cases rhere in the non-routine monitoring
stage employees or a group of eEployees have been raeasured and identi-
fied with an er(posure > AI.
rf in the non-routine monitoring stage enployees have been id,entifie<l
with exposures above the AI, and below the pEL, the basic frequency of
routine monitoring shourd be one measurement at reast every tno
months. rf in the non-routine monit,oring stage or the routine noni-
toring stage, enployees are identified with erq)osures above the pEL,
the monj.toring frequency should be raised to at least one Eeasurernent
every month and iutediate action is called for. onry when tro consecu-
ti.ve measurements of one enployee taken at reast one reek apar!, show
exposures < AI,, can nonitoring be t,eroinat,ed.
rt should be noted that decisions whether to conLinue, increage or
terminate measurements on an emproyee are based on onry one or two
(consecutive) sasples. All previous e:lposure data are omitted from the
decision making.

This section also discusses non-reguratory strat,egies with the purpose
of estiEating exposure'd.istributions of target, populations over a time
period of more than one day t26l
The objective of such strategies is to detect unacceptabre exposure
situations and t,o identify substantiar changes in e:<posure distribu-
tions

6.2 Substances

6.2.L Unitcd B!.ngdor

Information on substances.
Sampling eguipnent and analyt.ical methods.
personnel.

rhe same appries aa stated ln 5.2.1. pron the fact that this section
refers to routine monitoring, it arso folrows that the preceding mat-
ters have been identified during the initial assessment, and. that some
experience has been gained during the survey(s).

(a)

(b)
(c)



(a)
(b)

(c)
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Static samtrrling can be carried out in the work areas to supplement
personal sampling. This will provide information on the relationship
betr,reen personal samples and the concentration of airborne contarni-
nants at fixed points and will enable the role of static sampling in
future air monitoring progranmes to be dete:rrined. However, if static
sarapling is to be used instead of personal sarFling, employers should
be able t.o demonstrate that personal exposures are not higher than the
concentrations at the static sanpling locations in the work area in
question or that the ratio of static to personal saq>Iing results is
fairly constant so that a relia.ble estimate of personal exposure can
be made.

6.2.2 ledaral Republic ol Gsruany

Information on substances.
Sampling equipnent and anaLytical methods.
Personnel.

The same applies as stated in 5.2.2..From the fact. that this section
refers to routi$e monitoringr, it also follows that the precerring mat-
ters have been identified during the initial assessment, and that ex-
perience has been gained during the survey(s).
In t?l reference is made to specialists (e.9. a safety specialist or
measuringi engineer) who collect the samples.

6.2.3 United Stats! ol losrica

The sane applies as stated in 4.2.3.

6.3 Identification of factors affectiDg exposure

6.3.1 tnited Xingdon

In 5.3.1..1; 5.3.2.1,' 5.3.3.1; 5.3.4.1 information is presented on
these matters during the surveys.
As routine monitoring is desigrred to.provide a rather different type
of j.nformation from that obtained by prelj.minary or detailed surveys,
if follows that the sampling strateg:ies used may not be the same. A
sensible seLection should be made in rel-ation to the particular cir-
cumstances of the rrorkplace and the reliability of the information re-
quired.
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The frequency of each cycle of rnonitoring wil] vary from, perhaps,
once per month when rhighr exposure may occur to less than once per
year when exposures are considered to be rrell controlred. The moni-
toring frequency may also need to be adjusted in the 1i9ht of the
health hazards, with a higher frequency indicated when dearing with
particularly t,oxic or hazardous substances such as carcinogens.
The routine air monitoring programe should be reviewed. in the light
of experience, if any new processes are introduced, or if other
changes occur that night affect the pattern and degree of exposure.

6.3.2 trcderal Repr:blic of c€ nny

rn 5.3.L.2; 5.3.2.2t 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.4.2 the information on the i.den-
tification of possible exposure with reference to processes and sour-
ces, workinq environment, work procedures and. organisationar aspects
is presented.
A difference between routine monitoring and ilAA is t.hat when during
routine monitoring respiratory protective eguipment is used. the noni-
toring is to be stopped, and the concentration is not taken into ac-
count for the calculation of a TWA;

In practj.ce this means that (exceptj,onal) tasks with high exposure
(e.g- opening and filling of batches) stilt lead, to a conclusion of
conpliance if personar respiratory protection is used,. During moni-
toring no judgement is to be made rrhether the RpE was suitable and ad-
equate.

6.3.3 lrnitcd Stater of .tncrica

The same applies as mentioned in 4.2.2.3; 4.2.3.3 and 4.2.4.3.
The NrosE decision scheme can only be disregarded when it is certain
that no nei, processes 0r process changes which raise exposure levels
will be introduced in future.

6.{ Population at risk

6.,1 .1 United Xingdoa

During the preliminary or detailed suni.ey the likery pattern of ex-
posure has been assessed. During the routine moni-toring the ernphasis
shifts to rongier term objectives such as checkinq that the control
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measures remain effective and that cotrrpliance rrith t,he appropriate ex-
posure limits is like1y to be maintained in the future.
Ttre frequency of monitoring' will vary (see 6.3.1).

The preliminary survey ri1l enable the details of the routine noni-
toring' progr;urne to be established, such as deciding the nurnber and

Iocation of sarnpling points (personal and static), the balance re-
quired between personal and static sanpling where bot,h methods are
used, and the frequency at which subsequent routine monit,oring should
be carried out. Persronal sampling on a routine basis should be carried
out as for the prelininary survey. Eowever, where the preliminary sur-
vey or other results show that there is a consistently satisfactory
pattern of e:<posure to airborne contaninants' it may be appropriate to
reduce the frequency at which sampling is carried out and/or the
length of sampling time during routine sampling, so long as it covers
a repregentative period.

Sufficient samples should be taken during routine monitoring to en-
a.ble any najor changes in exposure levels to be identified. Any indi-
vidual results above the exposure limits should be carefully investj.-
gated and steps taken to reduce exPosule to as low as is reasonably
practicable and within the exposure limits. For groups, the results
should be compared with the results of the preliminary suruey and any
other results from the sErme group. Abnormal results should be investi-
gated further and appropriate corrective action taken.

Where exposure is intemittent, it is recortrnended that the sampling
periods should be designed to coincide with specific operations so

that satisfactory time-rreighted averages for both the long term and

short. term exposures of work people can be calculated.

The routine air monit,oring progr.unme should be reviewed in the light
of experience, if any new processes are introduced, or if othe!
changes occur that night affect the pattern and degree of exposure.

6:4.2 Federal Repubtic of Geraany

Because the monitoring scheme

corded beforehand, no addition
the routine monitoring: has to be re-
5.4.2 ts necessary.

of
to



6.{.3 Un:Lted Statcc ot.lncrica

rn the NrosH strategy the target popuration is defineit in the non-rou-
tine monitoring phase (paragraph 5.4.3).
Tlre results of the non-routine monitoring phase detemine the frequen-
cy of the follow-up nonitoring.
fhe monitoring frequency is the rnininr:n regal requirenent. More fre-
quent measuretoents thourd be nade based on pro.fessional judgenent of
the e:q)osure situation.

For other than regulatory monitoring progir:rmmes the selection of an
adequate frequency for monitoring should be based on [2G]:
- Nature and degree of the health hazard.
- Ratio of the previous exposure levels to the limit value and. pos-

sible tren.rr in this ratio.
- Degree of variability in exposure seen i.n previous studies and

trends over tirne.
- The varia.bles affect,ing exposure levels (Section 4.2).
- Reriability of decision-making techniques used. (For an e:q)osure es-

tination on basis of a log-normal probability protr a rninimr:n of 6-
10 exposure data are generalry required to make a rough estioate of
the upper tail of the distribution. To obtain a statistical estimate
rith low uncertainty of the central 80t of the elq)osure distribu-
tion, 30-60 sampres are necessary, but unusuar behaviour in the 10t
upper tail stil1 cannot be detemined confident,ly t3211.

NIOSE monitoring strategies for deteroination of conrpliance rrith cej.l-
ing rimits on a singre day are deart rith in section 5.4.J. No infor-
nation is given to assist the industrial hygienist in evaluating acute
hazards over longer periods.

6.5 Cbeck o! results

6.5.1 Uaitcd tiagdoa

This section is analogous to Section 5.5.1.

6.5.2 Ecdsral Reprrbllc of Gc- nay

See Section 5.5.2.
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6.5.3 Uni.ted States of .laerica

The adequacy of the log-normal distribution rnodel can best be checked
by plotting on logarithnic probability graph paper and visual judge-
ment. A random saq)1e of 6 to 10 measurements is needed as a mininum
for a rough estimate of the exposure distributj.on t251. Stat.istical
tests for qroodness of fit have the characteristic that the test will
reject any practical data set if there is a sufficiently large number

of samples, or will accept almost :rny set if there is a smal1 number

of sa.Eples.
For other checks on the results see also Section 5.5.3

6. 6 Calculation of EIIA

6.6.1 United Xingdoa

lhis section is analogous to 5.6.1.

6.6.2 Fsd.ral. Republie of Gctnany

The calculation of TWA values for routine nonitoring is nearly ttre
same as for surveys (see 5.6.2). Ilre only exception is the fact that
concentrat.ions during the use of RPE are not recorded, and not used
for the calculation of the TwA.

6.6.3 unit.d Stat.! of, rrcricr

Itre sane applies as mentioned in 5.5.3.

6.7 Iatertrrrctation

6.7.1 Uaitcd f,ingdon

Once the sampling and analysis have been completed, the results should
be metj.culously collected to make interpretation easier, so that the
maximum possible amount of information is extracted. One figrrre for
the exposure of one vrorker at one process on a specific day is rarely
a reliable indicator in itself of the exposure of other workers on

that or other days. Numerical results should be supported by and in-
terpreted in the light of other informatj-on, such as measurements of
ventilation, perfodrance, or the observations by a conE)etent person of
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leak sources, rrork procedures etc. Results should, therefore, be
bulated and relevant anbient and operating conditions noted. The
bles may also include a column to record vrhat action if any is to
taken by whom and when.

If routj-ne monitoring shous exposures to be below the limit, but rising
or not as low as is reasonably pract,ica.ble, corrective action or plan-
ned improvement.s should be considered. If there is a signi.ficant in-
crease in exposure with some exposures in excess of the limit, remed.j.-
al action is appropriate. lf, on the other hand, exposures are well
below the li:nit and as low as is reasonably practicable, a low leveL
of rwat,chdog' routine monitoring could be appropriate.

The foJ-J-oring practical gnridelines are given for the intelpretation of
routine monitoring [1] :

Results Action

fa-
ta-

be

A11 results

Results sig'nificantty
different from previous
survey

Check individual values, mean, trange' etc.
for reliability of compliance wit.h exposure
linit,' consider need for corrective action.
Consider need for corrective action, detail-
ed survey or revision of protocols (e.g.
selection of groups, coverage of variations
within groups, assessment of exposure cyc].es)

No speci.fic statistical analysis of data from routj.ne monitoring is
recomnended in the gK.

6.7.2 tr€deral. Repulrlic of, Geraany

T'he routine monitoring leads to t,he conclusion of non-compliance if a
TWA is above the limit, or if a short term requirement is not satis-
fied.
lhe reguirements are described in Ta.bles 1 and 3, and have been dealt
with in 5.1 .2 -
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When there is a pernanent surveillance of a Iimit rith stationary
equipment, there is corapliance if from 20 successive TwA shift values
at most 2 TWAg are a.bove the li.nit. There is permanently assured com-
pliance when measures which are to b€ takea at :rn alarn can guarantee
that no T?lA can exceed the limit.

If routine monitori.ng leads to the conclusion of non-coryliance, a new
WAA is necessary, during nhich reoedial action should lead to guch a
reduction of exposure that coryliance can be concluded. In principle
it is permitted to conclude pe:manently assured coupliance after one
neasurement under a quarter of the linit value. Eowever, it is recom-
mended [7] nerely to conclude tcorpliance, in such a case of one mea-
sureaent. It is better to check if the conclusion tpe!ilanently assured
corpliancer can be validated on Eore than one measurement.
Reeults between 1/4 l.tAK and llAK should lead to further aeasurements.
If the TWAs of two tneasurements are .not be].or L,/2 lllAK, corrective ac-
tion to reduce exposure should be considered.

fhe result of every routine measurement detemines the maximum time
interval until the next mealrureEent. The monitoring f,requency has to
be at least once:
- every 64 weeks if the TltA is belor a quarter of the limit;
- every 32 weeks if, the TWA is Bore than a quarter but not more than

half the linit;
- every 15 weeks if the TWA is nore than half the limit but not above

the Ii-!dt.

Routine measulements have to be done under normal operational con-
ditions. In certaj.n circumstances this Bay me.rn that t,he time schedule
has to be changed, in agreement with all rho are responsible for
health and safety at the workpJ.ace.

If the TWA is in the neighbourhood of the limit, corrective measures
leading to reduction of e:qposure should be considered.

Conpliance or non-compliance for mixtures can'be decided on by the
calculation of a nixture index I (see 5.6.2 and 5.7.21. During routine
monitoring it is possible to use a certain coEpound as a rtracert for
the whole mixture, in order to reduce the nonit,oring effort. Of course
one must know enougrh of the local situation (WAA) to be able to ascer-
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tain a certsain constituent rhich can be considered. representative for
the mixture as a whole.
glhen such a rtracetrt is chosen alr the people responsible for safety
and health at a workplace shourd agree. criteri.a for such a choice can
be the toxicity gf the subst.rncea found during the ilAA, their share in
the total concentration and analytical practicability.

5.7.3 llnitcd Strt.! ot la.rLct

statisticar analysis and decision making in the NrosE scheme are ana-
logous to Section 5.7.3. The decision to increase, continue or ter-
minate monitoring is based on compliance or non-conpliance with two
criteria, the AL and the pEL, of, at mogt, only trro single Eeasure-
ments.

Iechnigues recomended in the technical appendices
for evaluating exposure distribution estimates
are:
- Control chart plotting.
- ProbabiLity plotting.
- Distribution fitting (a statistical technique

more fractiles).

of the NIOSH manual
(rulti-day. results)

\

to egtimate one or

control chart plotting is best, done by plotting the e:<posure averalJes
of an.etlployee on semilog graph paper. plotted data can be anarysed
for possible cycles or trends.

Probability protting is actuarry onry recommended for naking prerimi-
nary judgements about the suitability of the log-normal model (Section
6. s.3) .

Distribution fitting is recourended when decisions should, be nade
about introduction of engineering controls. one of the actions to be
taken, if exposures are found above the pEL, is to institute engineer-
ing controls.
rhe irportant question in this respect is whether the one-d,ay e)<posure
measurement truly refrects long te!.o exposure. The following.procedure
is given.

A set of daily exposures (nr:rnber and frequency not mentioned) repre-
senting a rstable' exposure si.tuation (to be checked by control chart
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plotting) is used to calculate the probability of overexposure on the
long te]m.
Assuning a log-nornal distribution of e:<posure data, the proport,ion of
days an employee will be overexposred is estimated. If this proportion
is greater than 0.05 (5t) a strong indication exists that engineeringr
controls should be impleBented. The geomet,ric mean (Gu) is the test
criterion.
In their later paper, Leidel and Busch [26] discuss more comprehensive
techniques to evaluate long-tem exposure.
Probability plotting can be extended by drawing a line representing
the e:q)osure limit in the graph.
The risk of overexposure can be estimated by the probability indicated
at the intersection of the plotted e:<posure data and the line of the
exposure limit. An additional feature can be the plotting of one- or
tlro-sided tolerance limits around the distribution. A tolerance limit
can be thought of as a confidence limit for desigmated fractiles of a

distribution population (usually the 95th percentile). For instance,
using the one-sided (95* confidence level) uppe! tolerance limit for
the 95th percentiler on€ is able to esrtimate graphically the concen-
tration below which one is 95* confident that 95t of the daily expo-
sures will be.

Statistical (mathematical) techniques conplementing the graphical
t.echniques can also be used. The distribution parEuneters (Gl', and GSD)

are estimated from random samples assuming a log-normal distribution.
Consequently the best esti.rnate for the proportion of the exposure dis-
tribution exceeding :rn exposure linit can be calculated. In addition
tolerance limits at a desired level of confidence can be coug>uted for
the fractiles to indi.cate the unceltainty.
In the regulatory framework of the USA no J-egal decision naking is
possible for these strategies.
Decisions regarding the acceptability of a situation should be based
on experience and coupetent professional judgement. Decisions should
take account of [26]:
- Ttre slope of the exposure distribution (or GSD).

- Eealth effects of the contarminant.
- E:<perience with slmiJ.ar situations.
- Knowledge of variables affecting the exposure levels.

For decj.sion making the foJ.Iowing qualitative terms are suggested

t26t :
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An racceptabler exposure distribution is one for rhich one is confi-
dent that almost al} the e:qposures are less than the eq)osure limit.
A rmarginal' exposure distri5ution has a moderate proporti.on of expo-
sures exceeding the e:q)osusg ].ini!.
An runacceptable' expogure distribution has at least a substantial
proport,ion of e:<posures exceerling the desired $q)osure linit.

In an racceptablet situat,ion, Iow-Ievel routine monitoring should be
used ag follow-up.
A 'marginalr situation ca}Is for neagureroents airned at adequate pre-
ventive measureg.
While in an 'unacceptablet situatioa the act,ions rould follor the same

course as in the NIOSE scheme for e:<posureg above the e:q)osure limit.

No guidance is given for evaluating Iong telu exposure to substances
rrith ceiling limits.
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7. REPORES Or UOlrIrORIt{c DAtt

7.L United K:lngdon

Results frorn air monitoring exercises should be recorded and retained
as they provide information on the effectiveness of control procedures
and may be useful for epiderniological sturries.
Numerical resurts shourd be supported by and interpreted in the right
of other infomation, such as measulenents of ventiration performance
or the observations by a competent person of leak gources, rork proce-
dures etc. Results ahould therefore be tabulated and relevant ambient
and operating conditions noted. The tables may also include a column
to record what act,ion if any is to be taken by whom and, when.

Appendix A denonstrates that in the IIK measured values and calculated
twA values are treated as separate entities. The TWA values are car-
culated according to the procedr:-e described in 5.G.1.
In 5.3.1.1, 5.3.2.L,5.3.3.1 and 5.3.4.1 the different variables that
are to be reported on a data for:n (Appendix A) are mentioned. Of
course the infomation on processes and sourceg, working environment,
work procedures and organj.sationar aspects can arso be sumarised in a
visit report. There is a restrictive tendency in summarising, these
data in a visit report, because mostly both the inspector and the FCG

are asare of the specific situation in a certa5.n workplace.
The monit,oring procedure, date, saq>ling time and duration are ar1 re-
ported on in Appendix A.

rn order to gain better access to the resuLts of surveys, routine mon-
itoring and visit reports HSE has established a National Exposure Data
Base (NEDB). rt contains information on e:<posure to toxic substances
gathered, from a whole range of wor\>Iaces in the UK. fnput i.s all ai.r-
borne sampling data plus additional detail concerning control measures
gathered during visits to workpracesr by ESE speciarist Eygiene rnspec-
tors. The long-telm ain is to input simirar data from industry so that
NEDB becomes a nationar focal point for information on e:q)osure. The
data.base will be used to improve the level and quality of exposure in-
foraati.on available to standald-setting and advisory bodies. rn add,i-
tion to this prime use, NEDB is likely to become a major tool in input
of exposure data to epidemiorogical studies. such studies currentry
suffer from a rack of good-quality exposure data linked. to particurar
processes or jobs. Because of t,he usefulness of such information both
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nationally and internationally, it is expected that sumnary outputs in
an anonymised form (rrith regard to specific workplaces) will in due

course be directly accessible by subscribers.
The collection of informati.on for bfEDB was rationalised as a first
step. A standard double-sided proforma (Appendix A) is now used t,o
present airborne sampling data from all visits by Hygiene Inspectors.
The proforma contains the basic information a.bout the wort;1>lace visit-
ed and the substances to which expogure was sampled. Apart, from indi-
vidua1 sample detaj.ls, such as process, job, sample period and sample
results, the proforma contains the industry descriptor, cross-refer-
ence to other databases, and essent,ially gualifying information which
tj.es up with the essentially numerical data (salllple results).
The information collected on proformas as described above forms part
of a visit report which is sent to the customer Inspectorate for fur-
ther action as appropriate. Copies of the whole visit report arrive at
the HQ Occupational.Hygiene Group for further processing. Sr:nrmaries of
the visit report (Appendix B) are input to another data base called
the Occupational Bygiene Visit Report Database (OIfvR), and the con-
tents of the proformas are input to the NEDB.

7.2 lederal. Repulrlic of Gemaay

In the gruidance note [3] an obligation is laid down to record the !{AA,

and the process followed to accomplish a wAA and the routine moni-
toring data. The following has to be recorded:
- monitorj.ng instj.tution,'
- a description of the wAA,'

- measuring nethod;
- monitoring strategy,'
- conditions at the workplace during the measurementsi

- results,'
- conclusion and actions

(a) Working area analysis

The first record has to be one of the workingr area analysig, because
t.his is the first element in the German approach. lhe official in-
spect,ing institute (Gelrerbe Aufsicht) has to be able to form an

independent opinion of the nature of the workplace, the risks of expo-
sure and the accuracy of the conclusion from these records of the wAA.

The employer can justify his actions with the vf,AA. Especially when the
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conclusion is that there is permanently assured compliance, or when a
risk is totally absent, a careful evaluation of a].]- the steps in the
process of arriving at this conclusion may be necessary in a later
situation. When no routine monitoring is done, or when one bases the
conclusions on an analog:y argument, a careful descriptj.on may be very
useful. A nore extensive ela.boration of the different elements which
should be included in the report, of the working area analysis is pre-
sent.ed it 4.2.L.2; 4.2.2.2; 4.2.3.2 and in 5.3.2.2.

(b) Routine monitoring

In [9] the most elaborate checklist is presented on the data for the
routine monitoring:. In Appendix C a proforma is g.iven which is used.
extensively in practice.
The measurement record needs to present the name of the firm, the
workj.ng area and the substance in question. The data,. the sampling
t,imes (beginning,/end) and duration. If it rras a PAS or a stationary
saftple. The type and number of the pump, gasmeter, pAs-device, nature
of the sampling device (absorption tube, filter, washing bottle) and.
filling material, the flow rate, and air velocity at the in1et. The
different elements covering the working areia and conditions are dealt
with in detail in 5.3.2.2.

Computer databases are, of course, used in the German Federal Republic
too. The companies have their orrn database management systems for
recordi.ng and retrieving monitoring data. Ttre database of BIA is par-
ticularry noteworthy, because it contains a huge amount of monitoring
data. There are no plans t.o establish a kind of central database of
all measurements done by industry, government or social security in-
stitutions.

7.3 Uaitad States of lnerica

Under the OSITA regitrlations 129 CRF Sect.. 1910.20) the employer is re-
quired to make a written determination (initial assessment), report
(Section 4.5) and to keep an accurate record of aJ.]. measurements taken
to determine employees' e:<posure to a particular regulated substance.
This latter record shall include as a minimum:

- Tlre data of the measurement.

- Operations involving'exposure to the substance being monitored.
- Operating conditions and control methods.
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- Saqlling and analyt,ical nethods used and evidence of their accuracy,
includlng the tnethod results, and date of calibration of sarqlling
equiprent.

- lilunber, duration, and results of sarples taken.
- Nrnrer social securJ.ty number, and exposure of the enPloyee moni-

tored.

An cxanple of the tyte of i,nformatLon that should be recorded for each

measurenent is ghorn in Agpendix D of this report.
lhe record anrst be kept for at least 30 years.

Measurenent data froe OSEA inspections are corputerised according to
Lndustrial activities (standard Lndustrial code) and chernical eub-
stances. It is anticipated to add also occupational titles.
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PRACEI T,L COITSER.EINES AITD

8.1 Gcaera]. renarkg

8.1.1 UnLtcd Xiagdoa

Though the monitoring strat,egy presented in EB-42 is very flexible,
there may stirr be a difference betreen the advice given in the suid-
.rnce note and the irylication in a practical situation. The guidance
note received favourable conments when it ras first published in 19g4,
and seems to be coq)atible rith practices in industry. The reason for
reconsidering the text of Eg-42 is not Lo make any big changes in the
basic philosophyi but to bring it, into rine with the new cosBH regula-
tions and make some niaor alterations in the wording.

The ai-m of the guid.ance note is to ensure a proper assessltrent, of the
conditions. rn order to achieve this, helpfut practical suggestions
are presented. Eowever, these rules of thueb need to be applied, with
cauti.on. They nay not be of universal application or need. to be nodi-
fied to take account of other factors. rn this area no clear cut rules
can be given, and one haa to rery on the best professional judgernent,
to choose the right actions.

Anot,her gienerar remark on the I,K nonitoring strategies is that they
are addressed to airborne contaninants, and other routes of exposure
ale not e:<plicitry covered. The same appries to the aonitoring stra-
tegies in the ERG and USA.

The number of measureoents done by the ESE according t,o the monitoring
strateg'ies of EE-42 in the whole of the UK is about g00 a year.
rhe number of measurements done by industry is not known, and most
probabry rill be a aultipre of the number done by the ESE. Eowever
great this effort is, it still rirr not be enough to cover arr the
monitoring recomended ln the guidance note.

8.1.2 tcderrl Repufrltc of Gcr.uray

Monitoring strategies as described above are alr very recent.. Ehe le-
gal obligation to monitor the workprace has onry just come into force.
This means t,hat a whore operation of monitoring throughout industry is
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starting, and that sufficient e>q)erience of monitoring in the new set-
ting, particularly for smaller fi.rms, is lacking at the moment. In a

few years this experience will have been built up.

Another recent change in the Ge:man system of monitoring strategies i.s

that the yearly average concentrations for TRK values have been aban-
doned in favour of a shift TWA rrith a reference time of 8 hours. In
the CEFIC docrment on monitoring strategies [12], the concept of these
very long term averages has been translated into a system rhich allows
Iarger excursions of daily exposures above the limit. than the present
German system. Some people in the FRG would prefer the Cefic system.

One problen with the German monitoring strategy is the question nhat
exactly is a rworking area' (Arbeitsbereich) ? When the whole mix of
working environment and work procedures i.s included, every different
mix leads to another 'working' area' and VIAA. It not only means that
there are as many working areas as enployees but also that may be even

every day a new working area has to be defined.
This approach is of course impractical, and is not used in practice.
Mostly some kind of production unit is chosen as a field for the wAA.

A second reason for this approach is that in industry production work-
ers nowadays have to be flexible and job rotation betireen people work-
ing in one production unit is cournon. This means that most production
workers, (skilled operators, semi.- and unskilled workers) and odd
qroups as maintenance workers and forernen are covered in one and the
same wAA.

People not covered are errployees whose workplace systematically is not
in that specific working area. One couLd think of subcontractors, con-
struction workers, more specialised maintenance and cleaning person-
neI, and electricians or rnechanics.
In Gedlan industry there is a strong tending to exclude from the wAA

all persons spending less than, e.9., 10t of their time in the working
area.
PracticaLity is a strong argxrment in favour of such an approach. Some

caution has to be advised if the bulk of the exposure takes placedur-
ing the odd operatj.ons mentioned. If the people performing those haz-
ardous operations are propelIy protected, including them in the WAA

would be over cautious.

Eow the German approach works out j.n practice for the prevention of
harmful effects on health depends on t,he natule of the work process,
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the substances and the knowledge and experience one had in estimating
the exposure and taking precautions during the hazardous operations.
Illhen a weA is done by ine:rperienced personnel, the resurts may reas-
suring nithout being trustworthy.
For mobile workpracesr €.9. in the construction industryr an applica-
tion of the guidance note t31 is as a rule impossible t161. A high
priority should be given to the developnent of requirements for cer-
t,ain substances or rork procedures rhich ensure compliance with the
]inil f6s these situations.

Another practical coqrlication that is not easiry covered, unress dif-
ferent workingr areas are dj.scerned, is the possible difference between
day and night shifts at the sane production unit.

rt shourd further be remarked that the ERG puts less enrphasis on per-
sonar sampling than do the uK and usA. This difference is more a
matter of judgenent than of principle.
The UK argiument is that individuar e:q)osure cannot be easily related
to a stationary concentration at a certain place because people tend.
to nove about during a rorking day and, perhaps more irrportant, during
their activities sometirnes have to cone very crose to a source. For
this reason personar exposures tend to be higher than stationary nea-
surenents during ttre same operations and in the saEe working area.
Tre FRG argument, is that, shen sourceg are controlled, a fer station-
ary measureBents near the orj.ginal lrource can confi:m that e:q)osure of
any significance can be excluded. rn those cases personal exposures
tend to be lorer than the stationary measurements.
Both arguments may be true and both approaches may be usefur in prac-
tice. Personal sampring gives an idea of the extent of the problem. A
careful search for the sources (which courd be either processes or
rork procedures) is necessary to contror the problern. once e:q)osure
has been reduced and brought under contror, personar monitoring can be
used for a regular check-up. rf the nunber of sources is so smarr that
they can be covered by a programme of stationary nonitoring, this ap-
proach may suffice.

An analogous argunent can be brought forward for the tworst caser
strategfT. There are celtain grounds for favouring of a concentration
of effort on worst cages, and other grounds for favouring' an approach
that provides an estimate of the representative exposure. The use of
either is a matter of judgement.
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8.1.3 Uaitcd Ststcr ot lacrice

The NIOSH manual describes a regulatory screening strategy for esti-
nating and classifying exposures of individual eqrloyees on a single
day. It addresses only airborne gubstances and other routes of e:<po-

sure are not e:glicitely covered.
The NIOSE scheoe, alplied literally, does not determine or account for
variability in exposure actually encountered.
The representativeness of a sanple for the long-term e:q)osure should
be demonstrated. Eowever, no guidelines are given on how to verify
this.

Day-t.o-day variability of expo"o"" i. more or less accounted for by
using an action level as a cutt-off for screening single day expo-
sures.
The rationale of using an action level is to screen exposures so that
there is a probability of 5t that 5t of the actual daily exposures
wi].l exceed the linit value (PEL) to which the action leve1 (AL) is
linked' .

Leidbl et aI. [25] denonstrated that the AL to achieve this prenise is
a function of the day to day variability (or the GSD) of the exposure
levels. Eowever, the regulatory AI, ras for practical reasons fixed at
50t of the limit value. This AI. is keyed to a cSD of L.22.
In fact it is assumed that all workplaces can be characterised by a

single 'tlpicalt exposure variability. As a matter of fact, hj.gher
GSDs require lower ALs. A GSD of 2.0 requires an AL of 11.5t of the
e:q)osure linit.
Tuggle t33l analysed the NIOSE scheme and concluded that as exposure
variability increases, the decision scheme assumes an increasing prob-
ability of incorrect decisions to terminate monitoring' for environ-
ments with high exposure risks where nonitoring should definitely be
conti-nued or even increased.
On the other hand, if Ats are made dependent on GSD, the decision
scheme may tend to be too conservative (incorrect decisions to con-
tinue or increase monitoring) [34, 35]. Moreover in practice one will

' Note thrt a raquired alruqrtion for the application of an action lav6l is that
the PEL is sufficiently protsctive.
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not have enough samples to determine a GsD. A compromise couLd be to
lower the AL to 25t of the PEL, as in the CEFIC sarnpling strateg:y
t121.

The urtimate weak point of the NrosE strategy nay be that it bases im-
portant decisions on reratively small amounts of data without con-
sidering the previous data. rhe great day to day variability suggests
that coilpliance outcomes based on one or two exposure estimates Bay
have little to do rith the deg.ree of chronic hazard.

Since osEA interprets the limit varues as a.bsolute values, never to be
exceeded on any day, another sticky problen is created.
rn view of exposure variability, it. can never be shown that the expo-
sures are alrays under the lirnit value.
Rappaport, t35l and Rock [35] have demonstrated that satrq)le size is t,he
najor determinant of conpliance outcome in the NIOSE scheme.
rn other words, the nore one samples, the higher the proba.bility of
some lwA values being out of compliance. so the industrial hygienist
is placed in the situati.on of having to choose between a nonitoring
strategy that adequately defines long-term hazalds (which requires
reratively mErny measurenents) and one which maximises the probabirity
of compliance (which occurs when a mininun of sampres is correct.ed.).
By enforcing the limit varue in tems of pdraneters of the cr:mulative
exposure dist.ribution (GU and/or GSD) or a point estimate (e.g. 95th
percentire) more incentive for monitoring is present, since confid.ence
limits surrounding the parameters wilr become narrower with increasi.ng
sample size (see arso section 8.2.3).This becomes especially important
for declaring coryliance when the mean exposure approaches the expo-
sure limit [36].

Arthough the NrosE manual provides gruidance for determining compliance
with ceiling litnits, it never explicitly states that the d,ecision
scheme is also applicabte to acute hazards. Anyhow the sample size and
the frequency of sampling seem to low to prevent acute hazards. the
NrosE nanual depart,s to some ext,ent from the concept of absolute ceil-
ing limits by suggesting that some accept.able fractile of the distri-
bution of un8ea!]lled, exposures may exceed the limit. Eowever, it does
not state that it would be accepta.ble for some fracti-le of the distri-
bution of aIL exposures to exceed the lfuoit.
Agrain, the use of a limiting distribution with its 95th percent,ile set
at the ceiting limit might solve this probletu 121,381. That is, expo-
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sures should not be al.Lowed to exceed the limit value more than 5t of
the time. The slope of the limiting distribution (or the GSD) should
be chosen with a view to the sewerity of the toxic effect. RaPPaport

[37] demonstrates that this approach in nost casres requires fewer sam-

ples relative to the distribution-free technique for selecting the
nr:mber of random samples recomended by NIOSE for situations where

naxi.mr.:m peak exposures cannot be predicted.

Obviouslyl these approaches require major changes in the enforcenent
of occupational standards. Allowing soBe overe:iposure rith respect to
short-term e:qposure linits (STELS) irplicitly assumes that the STELS

have appropriate safety factors, as is generally the case [37]. If the
8-h IWA is allored to exceed the limit value, the acute effects of the
chenical nust be also considered.

Some 'in-lrouset sarpling strategies all.or a smaIl fractile o"f the
Iong-term exposure distribution to be in excess of the linit value
[39, 40, 41]. In practice there i3 a great need in the USA for recom-

mended strategies and decision schenres for the interPretation of popu-

lations of daily e:q)osures.

8.2 Substaaceg

8.2.L uDitcd xingdo8

(a) fnformation on substances

Tlle list of occupational exposure limits 121 contains about 500 sub-
stances. fhere have been lt5 revisions oflor additions to the 1987 edi-
tion, and the Advi.sory Connittee on Toxic Substances has advised ESE

to adapt 32 changes or new additions in the 1988 edition of the grid-
Ernce note EE-40.
If indicated by initial assessment, surveys should be conducted on the
setting of a nerr exposure liait or revised action leveI t1l. In nost
workplaces there is e:<posure to different substances during a work-
shift. This aeans that a frequent revision of initial assessments and

surveys is necessary in the workplaces in the tK.

Ehe short-t.erm (lo-Binute) TVIA linits are not strictly enforced in in-
dustry. For the ESE, these lo-minute fWA values are convenient because

they are more readily enforceable.
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some industries have iin-house' rimits if there is no limit in EH-42.
ICf, for instance, handles about 7000 substances a year on a basis of
more than a ton. For 250 of these, there are speciaf in-house,
limits.
The basic philosophy on exposure of rni.xtures has shifted during the
past years. At first it was assumed that combined e:rposure should be
considered additive, unless it could be shown to be independ.ent. At
the moment it will be supposed independent unless it is shotrn to be
additive. Slmergistic conbi.nations are thought to be few in nurnber.

(c) Personnel

It is clear to all people who

the guidance note EH-42 is not
to be a monitoring manual.

have been consulted for this study that
directed at lalzren and is not intended

8.2.2 Eederal. Repr:blic of Gcranay

(a) Info::mation on subst:rnces

Ihe list of occupational exposure linits
substances. There have been 25 revisions
edition, and the Ge:man t{AK comission is
order to decide on a revision or addition.

t4, 111 cont,ains about 400

of/or additions to the 198G

evaluating 120 substances in

rn the FRG it is advised to reconsider the IVAA after a change in the
limit. As there is exposure to different substances in most workplaces
during t.he sorkshift, a frequent revision of initiar assessments and
surveys is necegsary in the workplace.

A survey of the chemical industries in Germany has shown that there
are about 4500-4600 substances which are handled in quantities exceed-
ing 10 tons a year. For most of these subst.ances there are no limits,
though some larger industries sometimes have a system of tin-house
Iimits | .

According to some people who are monitoring in practice, the short-
term requireoents (see 4.1.2 and 5.7.2) with reqr:irements'for tire lev-
€I, frequency, and the time interval.between peaks for five d.ifferent
groups of substances can be met. One rray of neeting the short-term re-
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quireeents Ln practice is prescribing the use gf RPE during peak o<po-
sure (e.9. cleaning, opening of a vesgelr saqlling from a batch pro-
cess). If RPE is usede the concentrations are not included in the nea-
sureEent and, as a congequence, short-ter:o linits are coqrlied uith.
Others state that this systeD of short-term requirelaents is too com-
plicated and not enforcibler and rould like to aake the systen legs
complex. They argrue that the systeE of short-te::a requireaents haa
been devised nore fron a toxicological point of vien than rith pract,i-
cal enforcibility in nind. Of course, they xant to retain some short-
tem requirenents, and do not rant to drop the approach al,together.
Still others argrure that the systeo of sho!t-te::a requireBents has its
value, but has to be seen ia perspective. First of all, compliance
rith the TWA has to be engured. $lhen this is accouplished, corpliance
with the short term requirements has to follow as a second step.
Ihough this view is very practical, it is not correct from a legal
point of vier.

According to the Gefstoff V., the rnanufacturere ifiporE,er or supplier
has to furnish the aeccssary data on health effects and safe handling
of.substances at the request of a user.

(b) SarnFling equipnent and anallztical nethods

The level of uncertainty calculated alr an integral error from all
systeoatic and incidental errors should not exceed 30t. Itris is quite
a gtrict requirenent, especially rhen personal saqlling is considered
of substances rlth a low linit value and a complicated analytical
method (e.9. respirable quart,z dust). There are tro solutions to this
problen.
The first is that instead of personal srrl.lesr stationary sanpling
equipment is used. This neans that a larger volume of air is sampled
rith larger punps, and consequently a smaller error. The personal ex-
posure is, of course, more difficult to ascertain in that case.
The second golution is to do a ner wAA every 64 reeks, and to use the
best techniques available to make an estimate of the e:q)osure.

A nore realistic approach in the opinion of the authors rould be to
demand a high degree of accuracy depending on saq)ling eguipment and
analyt.ical Bethods. This accuracy can differ from one sr.rbstance to an-
other. But it can take into corlsideration the evolution of analyt,ical
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Bethods. This approach Ls adoptcd in osEArs tnert occupational hygiene
standards (Section {.1.3) .

8.2.3 UaLtcd Strt.r o! lqorlcr

(a) InfoErat,ion on srrbstancert

Ttre code of Federal Regulations 29 CRF Sect. 1910-1OOO (radopted TLV
standardsr) establishes peruissibte e:<posure liaits for about 4OO
chenical substances. AdditLonarly sone {0 gubstances are regulated in
individual 'ner' standards (29 cRF sect. 1910-1001 to 10{6). short-
gsrm fini! values are usually associated rith solvents.
For a.I.l other non-regulated substances, the material saf,ety data
sheets .(see section 1.1.31 list only scaat toxicotogical information
and usually one nust revier data on toxicology, and medicar or epi-
deniorogical evidence to deteriline, the need for erqpoaure measurenents.
Prediction of chenical toxicity on basis of st,ructure/activity rela-
tionships nay arso be used. sorne in&rstries have rin-house' procedures
to assesa risk potentiar through priorisation of chenical substances
t39, 421.
The need for e:<posure lleagurements is focused on the highest degrie of
risk.

(b) Saq>Iing equipment and anallrt,ical nethod

The NrosE gtrateg:y classifies e:q)osures by considering one-sided con-
fi.dence lioits based on random errors of measurement (CXIg).

For the user of the Eanual, the most difficult part is to determine
accurate Cllrs for his saq>ling and analytical method.
fhe IIIOSE rnanual of anallrt,ical Bethods t2?l mentions CVr values rhich
are actuarry lower bounds attaina.bre only with ext.ensive quality con-
trol progrr'res. uoreover, it is assumed that saq)ling and analytical
methods are unbiased, rhich will cert,ainty not be true in practice.
Since the random errors of the saq>ling procedure are set at an con-
stant varue of 5t in the assess[ent of the or'c t2gl, it is no more true
that cvg is independent of concentration, an assunption made in calcu-
lating the confidence limits around an measurenent va1ue.

Area monitoring is onry allowed rhen it can be denonstrated that the
resu].ts are coryarable to personal saqtling.
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Eor exposure distribution monitoring surveys (long term hazard con-
t.rol) there is a tendency to uonitor the minimum required numlrer of
exposures via personal sampling and to conduct more extensive inves-
tigations via area monitoring.
This allows insight to be gained into the degree of exposure and the
sources responsible without documenting excursions above the pernis-
sible e:<posure limit [36] .

(c) Personnel

Ttre rnanual is nritten for industrial hygienists. The initial as-
sessment largely calls on professional judgement.

On the other hand, the statistical protocols are designed in such a

way that a mininr:n of professional judgement is required, leaving the
user little freedom of interlrretation. lhe statistical procedures are
written for non-statisticians. Some of the procedures are even sinpli-
fied. into black-box approaches (e.g. monograns). lilevertheless users in
the field have consi.derable difficulty in applying the statistical
protocols. In the view of many practising hygienists in the United
States of America, e:<perience and conpetent judgement is the best way

to proceed.
Another conplaint is that the eanual is too ruch written as a text-
book, and that, it fails to cover the actual situations encountered in
practice.

8.3

8.3.1

Ideatificatioa of posEible exposure

Uaited xiDEdoE

Apart from the recorunendation of reconsidering the exposure at the
eetting of nex linits (8.2.1) there is the s.rme recormendation on the
stare-up of a ner process or when there has been a substantial change
in the process, operations or control measures.
The questions is what is a net, process? What criteri.a can be used to
.rnsrer this question?
Best professional judgement is the most likely answer to get in the
UK. Naturally this depends to a large extent on the constancy of a

certain process or working environment. For some continuous production
processes for the nanufacture of a bulk product under strict1y defined
conditions, this nay be the case for.quite a number of yeaEs. Process
life may be ? years. When processes change much faster (when e.g a
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factory does not employ a bulk process) process lifetime may be some-
what shorter, ranging from a few years to a few months. Especially
when batch processes are involved, process life nay be short,.
This means, in principle, that initial assessnents and, if appropri-
ate, surveys, need to be conducted qrite often.

The sorkingr environment may aLso have a major influence on the expo-
sures. This can be the case when concentrations depend on wj-nd speed,
or when concentrationg are influenced by LEV as, for instance, in
welding operations, where a difference of a few decimet.res in the po-
sition of a hood, can change exposure leve1s by a factor of ten.
There are also E.ny work operations, rhich by nature of the work, are
often done at different workplacesr €.9. painting, maintenance, clean-
irg, contlacting or construction work. For these operations no really
satisfactory strategy has yet been devised.

A way of liniting the number of saltples is to use a static s?nFle,
which can be considered to give a good approximation of personal ex-
posures, or which could be used aa a tracer. This leads to a kind of
quality control on the level of working conditions, and should give a
clear picture of rhether a plant is performing badly or is corplying
rith the Iaw. fn accordance with industry procedures on quaiity con-
trol a set of action levels could be used. These nay also assist in
monitoring operational control when they are uged as levels at which
corrective action is necessary in order to ensure that e:q)osure will.
reroain riitrin the relevant exposure limits. This nay aJ.so be prudent
if there is uncert,ainty as to the accuracy or reliability of measured
exposures and will be necesaary if the exposure pattern is highly
variable.

Not only the rorking envj.ronment, but also t,he work procedures have a
marked influence on the personal er<posure of employees. The problem is
to find out rhich rork procedureg tBust be considered to pose the
greatest risk, or must be considered the rworst caser. Especially for
the evaluation of l0-ninute TfgA values a thorough knowledgre of the
rork procesaes and rork procedures involved is essential. General cri-
teria for discowering rworst case' situat,ions cannot be given and
recourse must be taken t.o best professional judgement. For quite a
number of situations a guick visual inspection and a talk with the
erployees leads to a choice of people (and places) to be monitored.
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This visual inspection also shows if the situation is obviously not
accepta.ble because of e.g. bad maintenance.

Ttre concept of action or intervention level is also important for the
organisational aspects. It can be used to set a level below the ex-
posure limit so that once a sig'nificant upward trend in the average
exposure level is detected there is time to remedy any plant defects
before any individual exposures exceed the limit. The plant response
time (i.e. the time taken to implement corrective measures) may range
from a fet minutes to several months. The longer the response time and
the greater the variability of the data, the lower will be the inter-
vention leveI. fhis response time can be illustrated by a careful
book-keeping of the planned remedj.al actions, and of who does what and
trhen.

8.3.2 Fedsral Republic of car:aany

In 8.3.1, the section concerning the UK, t.here has been some eIa.bo-
ration on the necessity of conducting a new initial assessment on the
starC-up of a new process, or when there has been a substantial change
in the existing process. In the FRG this is restricted to situations
that have a considet'able effect on exposure. An analogous question
arises as in the UK: what is a considerable effect on exposure? What
criteria are to be used to answer this guestion?
The changes in process life time will most. probably be similar in the
FRG and in the UK, for the trro countri.es are also EC partners.

Eor the working environment, the reader is also referred to 8.3.1, be-
cause the situation in the FRG is sinilar to that in the UK.

In t18l a comparison is made of short-term and 4-hour measurements.
The outcome of both methods is similar, though the requirements (num-

ber of samples) of Table 2 are not met.

8.3.3 United Statea of ttBerica

The NIOSH manual provides little glridance for making the initj.al as-
sessment (rrritten exposure det.ermination). ft is treat.ed as a means of
assessing exposure levels without actually measuring'. Although it is
stated that a competent, well-informed person should make thj.s as-
sessment, the frailties of professional judgement could lead to the
trrong' decision, viz. that no monitoring is required. An improvement
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sourd be the introducti.on of at least some personar sampling and/or
source monitoring in this phase.
Since the detelilrination is made for each situation (process or opera-
tion) where a (regulated) substance is used, the prj.mary focus may be
on job related exposures. Task-related exposures (e.g. maintenaace
personnel) with nultiple e:<posures and non-fixed work stations may es-
cape attention. Moreover, additive effects of nultiple exposure are
not, erq)licitly considered.
Some 'in-house' strategies estimate hazard from eaqb, job-cheudcal com-

bination [39j.

A new r,.ritten deteElination nust be made whenever there is a change io
production, process or control neasures that could result in an in-
crease in exposures to a regiulated substance. Eorever, anticipated
changes can be covered in the originar written deterarination, exclud-
ing the need for a reassessment [2rt].

rt is particularly fulportant for all factors affecting exposures to be
considered with a forrard look in mind, so that allowance can be made

for the 1ag of time inherent in altering work procedures or condi-
tions, if adverse health effects are anticipateA.

8.4 Populatioa at aisk

8.,1 .1 Uaitcd f,ingdoa

In 4.4, 5.4 and 5.5 as much as is necessary has been said in the se-
lection of the population and the check aftenrards to see if the right
choice has been made.

One ru].e of thunb enbodies the crit,erion that. no individual e>q)osure
should be below half or above twice the mean group exposure. lhis inr-
plies that the value of the GSD of that group is 1.97 or Iower.
:Since many jobs in a factory involve higher GSDS, it follows that sev-
eral groups have to be distinguished instead of just one. This conll)li-
cates matt,erg when Beasurements over a few shifts are done on one em-
ployee doing the same job on different days and hi.s exposure has a GSD

of more than 1.9?, so that he is to be classified into different ex-
posure groups.

the different wolk patterns are dealt with in 8.3.1. Partly this leads
to different population groups. Workers from e.g. subcontractors, or
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tetBporary r"orkers do not constitut.e special risk categories. They are
supposed to be covered by the standing regulations.

An appendix to EE-42 [1] presents some information on the routine mon-

itoring of selected groups.
Tlpical giroup sizes may range from 10 to 50 workers. Once the groups
have been selected, biases can be reduced by 'statistical sampling'
i.e. selecting at random a number of menbers of a group as a represen-
tative sample for the purpose of each trial in the air-monitoringt
prog:r.rmme. It should be stressed that professional judgement is re-
quired when deciding on sarq>le size, particularly when small grouPs

are concerned. However, ag a general n1e, saq>ling should be carri.ed
out for at least one ernployee in 10 in a properly selected homogeneous
group unless a smaller proportion can be justified from statistical
or othe! considerations. The frequency at which trials should be made

and the number of group members selected for monitoring, will depend
on how accurate the estimates of the distribution parameters such as

the mean and variance need to be, on hon close to the exposure linit
the plant is being opelated, and on the rate of changre of the contami-
nant concentration in air and the sigmificance of the prevailing e:qlo-
gure leve1s.

At large chemical fino in the tK uses stratified random monitoring
in, which sorkerg are selected in alphabetical order. Mostly group
sizes during a survey are so smal1 t,hat the whole gEoup is monitored
during a tlrpical day of field work. This previous restriction in group
size can be admissible, because there is previous knorledge of the
processes, work procedureg and exposure patterns. Quite often one is
only int,erested in a certain department of a workplace.

Ttre HSW Act applies to all eurployees, irli)lying that a glrouP considered
to be exposed has to be monitored in its entirety. For the people who

are not monitored one has to be certain to be able to exclude overex-
posure. These requirements demand a thorougih knowledge of exposure
patterns. Such knowledgre can only be derived from a great number of
measurements.
The practical situation in the UK seems to differ from the fundamental
requirements.
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8.4.2 Fsdcral Republic of, Ge::aany

The population at risk is covered by the working area analysis. The
emphasis is on the worki.nq area and not on an individual working in
such an area, rrho may belong to a higher risk group. There is much
less erE)hasis on personal sampling than in the UK.

As a rule of thurnb a nini-mum of three measurements is taken for a
working area analysis i.n a large industry in Germany. These measure-
ments cover some 10-20t of the people working in that area.
No specific reguirements are given in the guidance note [3].
Though working' area analysis seems a pract.ical and good rray of making
a first assessment, and after the evaluation and if necessary control
of sources a few carefully chosen samples may suffice to verify com-
pliance on a regular basis once the situation has become known, a
scrupulous assessment of a rrorking' area with more attention for per-
sonal exposure and especially the higher risk groups seems appropriate
to the authors as an indispensable stage somewhere between the first
assessment and the routine monj.toring.

A caleful check on the short term requilements, if they are t,o be
evaluated scrupulously, will demand nany personal and material resour-
ces. A way of overcoming ttrese difficulties is to prescribe a lavish
use of RPE during possible peak exposureg. Because of operational dif-
ficulties it will be most probable that this does not lead to a solu-
tion that is more than (a theoretical) conpliance vrith regulations.

The cost of a workineJ area analysj.s and (init.ial) survey of a working
unit of about 60 persons and 10 different chemicals may be estimat,ed
at about DM 30.000. A possible range is DM 10,000 to 60,000. For the
routine measurements an amount of Dlt 51000 may be a fair gruess. As a
rule of thumb the yearly cost of routine monitoring is 10-20* of the
cost of the workj-ng area analysis. Charges of course depend to a large
extent on the cost of the analysis.

The calculation example in t16l itself does not convince to the au-
thors. In a situatj.on where.3 kg of a glue is used per shift with 25t
of toluene in a workplace of 1OO m3 and an air change rate of 4

times/hour a simple calculation leads to a toluene concentrati.on of
234 mg.m-3. Because of the higher density of toLuene compared to air
and the limit of 3?5 mg.m-3, the conclusion is compliance.
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For the authors this conclusion would not be justified without perso-
nal exposure aeasureEents. A change of a factor of two in the air
change rate, which is not a big change in practice, could lead to a
decision of non-compliance. In practice, situations of even mixingi are
not very comon, and a cautious use of calculations would be prudent.
If only calculations are used to determine coupliance in order to be
able to conclude the WAA, the routine monitoring should start inmedi-
ately afterwards, and justification by measurements is automatically
ensured.

8.{.3 Uaitcd Strt.! of laerl,cr

In order to ninimise the burden
mends a two step procedure.
1. First select the eq)Ioyee(s)

of sampling, the NIOSH scheme recom-

who may have the highest e:<posure and
taJ<e one sanple.

2. If the exposure of the mrximr:n risk employee is ) AL, all employees
possibly exposed to concentrations > A! nust be measured and identi-
fied. If the exposure of the naximr:n risk eq)loyee is ( AI,, there is
no need for firlther measureoents.

The selection of the maximurn risk eq>loyee(s) (step one) is open to
errors of Judgement. A wrong selection is the more serious because
only one representative exposure Beasurement is required for deciding
rhether follow-up nonitoring (more employees, &ore days) is required.
To account for exposure variability, Iuggle t33l suggested that. in
step one at least tl,o consecutive exposure estimates below the AL are
required to aake decisions. Corn t431 recornmends that in any event a
mini.mum of three sa[ples should be taken before any statement of re-
sults is made. If the results of the neasurements exceed a 25t spread,
additional samples should be obtained.
Another approach for selecting the maxirnum risk employeel which is
less prone to errors of judgenent, is to sanple a subg:roup of poten-
tia1Iy (high) e:<posed eq>loyees.
The advantage of this technigue is that it offers additional insight,
into the between-worker variation, and sro may help in decision making.
when the selection of the maximun risk eoployee cannot be done with
reasonable certainty, the NIOSH 'nanual reconmends the use of a distri-
bution-free technique to estimate the size of a subgroup from a homo-
geneous risk group, so that there is.a high probability that the sub-
g'roup will contain at least one worker with high e:q)osure.
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A distribution-free technigue Eequires no assumptions on the actuar
distribution. However, the Bethod is rather inefficient for smalr
populations (N < 20). An alternative courd be to assume a rog-noroal
distribution of betreen-worker exposures.

Corn t431 suggests, in the absence of any sr"rpling information, the
use of a GSD of 2.2 to 2.5 to estimate the nurnber of sorkers to be
sampled in his zoning strateg'y. This approach can sometines be rnore
efficient than the distribution-free technique, but needs careful
checks of the results.

Since in the second step the NIOSH scheme requj.res that aIL enployees
with exposures ) AL shalL be j.-de8tiLied once the maximr:n risk em-
ployeets exposure is 2 AL, procedures for sampling subgroups frou a
homogeneous target population cannot be used.
Neither the AItt nor the GM of a target population is a suitabre ind.i-
cator of an individual exposure, because the population averag'e can
significantly underestinate high e:eosures. unress the gloup GSD is a
minimum (GSD < 1.15), which is very unlikely, there is always a proba-
birity that one (unidentified) employee consistent,ly has an exposure
in the upper tail of the distribution above the'Al.

when it is concluded that subsequent, routine monitorj.ng is necessary,
the Nrosg scheme recomends a basic frequency of one sampre every trro
montha. Eorrever, nonitoring can be telainated once two consecutive
measurements are < AI,. corn t43] suggests the folrowing nonitoring
frequencies (Table 4).
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Table { Suggested monitoring freguencies for routine monJ-toring [43]

Situation Sampling
frequency
(months)

Control system confidence low
Exposure level not far below the action level
Chenj.cal a serious systemic poison
Odour threshold above the level of the hygienic standard

Control system confidence fair
Exposure level more than half the action leve1
Chemical a moderate systemic poison
Odour threshold and irritation leveI above the leve1
of the hygienic atandard

Contlol system confidence good L2
Exposure level less than half the action leve1 L2
Chemical a simple upper respiratory irritant 12
Odour threshold well below the leve1 of the hygienic atandard 12

If inferences with a Low uncertainty are to be made on the exposure
distribution of a single employee (or a target population) a minimum
number of 6-10 exposure estimates, randomly taken, are generally re-
guired [25].

As regards sampling durati.on on a single day, the NIOSE manual leaves
the user much freedom in selecting a sampling strategry for estimating
a 8-h TwA.

In practice the 'fuI1 period single sample I or the I full period con-
secutive samples' is used.

For substances wi.th acute hazards the sampling' duration should cover
the fu1l period of the short term limit value. For t.hose cases where
no time period is assigned to the limit value (some of OSBA'S adopted
TLVs) no guidance is provj.ded. Roach [44] sugig'ested that sample dura-
tion (t) should_be short. relative to the biological half time (T). Ee

concluded that as long as t < 0.3 * T and the total dose during the
interval is < 90t of its tolerable maximum there should be no undue
risk to hea1t,h. T values are not generally available for most acute
toxic agents [45].
One iolution rrould be to use direct-readinq instruments. Ilowever, as
real-time monitoring is used, the measured concentrations are less
dampened relative to methods that average over long:er periods t46j.

3
3
3
3

5
5
5
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Ttrus short sample durations effectively increase the highest concen-
trati.on measured.
This has iq)ortant irylications to compliance monitoring, since ceil-
ing values are usually interpreted as values never to be exceeded. In
follow-up studies this point needs special attention.

In the NIOSH scheme the duration of a routine monitoring progran is
determined by the criterion that txo consecutive measurenents taken at
least one week apart are both less than the regulatory action level.
Since e:cposure variability is only narginally accounted for in this
rray a better strateg'y would be to utilize all data previously col-
lected for aaking a decision whether to terminate or continue moni-
toring. For non-regrulatory routine monitoring Tuggle [14] proposed a
statistical/graphical technigue which t,akes account of aII measurement

data for decision naking (see Section 8.7.3).

8.5 Cbeck oa resu].ts

8.5.1 UnLtcd Xingdoa

This has been discussed in 8.4.1 already.

8.5.2 Fcderal Rcpubltc o! ccaa.ny

There is no special guidance on hor to check on the results of mea-
surements. That is a pity because of the nature of the WAA and the
grouping together of different tasks deviations in concentrations rnay

be expected.

In one of the bigger German fi:ms the exposure of e.g. acrylonnytrile
leads to a GSD betreen 1.6 and 7. Ihis means there is a reasonable
anount of fluctuation of exposure. From the experience of the authors
with situations in Dutch industry such a range of GSD is often encoun-
tered.
To the authors a certain amount of grouping together of similar oq>o-
sures into one wAA seems advisable. For rrhen there is a certain liroit
to the fluctuations which are acceptable for a rgroupr or l{AA the
chance of a misclassification and an injustified conclusion of comp-

liance will be reduced.
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8.5.3 UDitod Strt.r of laericr

Inherent to the statistical analysis of nulti-day or multiworker expo-
sure data is the assuq)tion of a distribution model. Although general-
ly the log-nomal distribution Eodel is chosen, its appropriateness is
seldom critically examined. In Section 5.5.3 a plotting technique to
qualitatively check the distribution nodel is nentioned. In Atrlpendix I
of the NIOSE nanual [24] r some possible results and their interpret,a-
tions are presented. In g'eneral practice other distributions occur.
Reference [26] provides guidance on how to treat 3-paraneter 1og-nor-
roal distributions. Ttris type of distribution is usually due to a con-
stant background concent,ration in a workplace.
lfirltimodal distributions poi.nt to a mixture of tr.o or more logr-normar
distributions. One should try to reclassify the data into two or Bore
distributions by s:(aninlng the variabres affecting the concentrationg
(see Sectioa 4,2.1). Even if one decides that the log-normal model is
appropriate, the problen remains that one stiI1 faces on unknorn risks
of incorrect decisions for the higher percentiles, particularly when
limited sarple sizes are availa.ble.

rf no distribution model can be assumed, distribution-free methods
have to be used. Eorever, these methods require sample sizes substan-
tiaIly larger rith respect to the log-normar moder in order to achieve
the same statistical power.

Another point to keep in mind is that staListicar t.echnigues require
true independence of saq)les. variabirity in occupational environments
is not always random but is often influenced by time-depend,ent non-
random factors lL1, 441. The random selection of sanpling periods
(intra or inter day) should be constructed to minimize the effects of
autocorrelat.ion [38] .

One may have to refer to 'systematic random samplingr in order to
avoid periods,which are too much adjacent. Eowever, if the exposure
reg'i-me exhibits lrtrong periodicity, then syst,ematic random sanpling at
rregTularr intervars may introduce bias exceeding that from autocor-
relation.
Actually non-randomisation is widely practiced either to assure that
the sample is representative or to provide a more balanced profile of
e{posures (less outliers to both sides). Some safety factors should be
included to aLlow for the possibility of bias ari.sing on this account.
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8. 6 CrlcuhtLoa of TlIl,

8.6.1 gait.d LLagdon

The uonent rhen professional judgement is very iryortant at the cal-
curation of rflA valueg is rhen a zero expogure is assumed during non-
nonitoring hours. E,B-42 justly ralns that this caa be a tricky busi-
negs.

A point in the carculation of rl0A-varues that is notably different
fron the situation in the Netherlands is that there are no legal pro-
visions in the uK to restrict the nunber of rorking hours during one
day. Ilith rutual consent long:er rorkdays than in Eolland are possible,
e.g. rhen a neuber of the following shift doesntt shor up.

9. 6.2 lederal Bs1rubl.lc o! Gce.uray

The calculation of TwA values is guite straightforward. A possibre
source of error is the fact that a rimited sarq>ling time (niniuum of
two hours) can be used for the calculation of the TWA as a shift value
(see Table 2). In the Netherlands, research has shown [13] that even
for continuous processes a saqlling tine of 5 to 6 hours is necessary
to reduce the additional error Lntroduced by th6 shorter sampling
tine. This critical reoark aust not be taken ,qigg because rith la^ble
2 the FRG has introduced a practical rule of thunb rhich is easy to
use.

8.6.3 Ua:Ltcd Stttcr ol tBcrier

Discussions can be raised hot to assess the mean exposure over time
and which criterion to use for decisions regarding safe and unsafe
situations. For instance, is it appropriate to interpret an exposure
linit as a linit to the Bean exposure and if so, over what period of
tiae?
This roay be acceptalrle for chenicals sith effects which are indepen-
dent of dose rate because for these chenicals the eean cxposure (ot
dose) is the nost critical toxicological para'neter. To express the
nean e:lposure a!, the geometriC mean (GM) has several advantages, (1)
it is Less sensitive to outlier values, (2, it can be reported rith
its conpanion geometric stand,ard deviation to completely describe the
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distribution. The NfOSH manuaL uses GM to assess rhether a long term
situation is acceptable.
Eowever, froB aa epidemiological point of vj.ew, some authors suggest
that the geonetric oean is not a good indicator of cumulative eq)o-
sures. They reconmend to use the arithmetic mean (which is alrays
greater than G![) 147, 481 .

Eowever, statistical theory fails to provide any means of obtaining
exact confidence limits for the arithmetic mean of a log-nolaal dis-
tribution. The best, est.imate (the maxj-mum-likelihood estimation) of
the arithnetic aean (i) is obtained from the two parameters of the
log-normal distribution, the mean (el) and the standard deviation (sr)
of the logrtransfomed data t24, 47, 481 .

i - ocp. tn, + r/2 * sll

This is a better estimate of the arithmetic mean, because ml is less
infLuenced by outliers relative to a si[rple averaqed value. Moreover,
confidence limits f,or M can be estinated.
lnren gt is high, the estimation becones more inprecise. An alternative
is to use the sI of an interval of the 1og,-nor:rral distribution (Winso-

risation procedure). Ihis couplex estiEation technique yields slightly
better estinates for distributions with outliers [4?].

8.7 Iate&?rctation

8.7.1 Uaitcd XLagdor!

The practi.cal guidelines presented in 5.7 and 6.? are followed by
words of caution. This Beans that the interpretation scheme is flexi-
ble. The basis for the nuraerical values presented in 5.7.1 and 6.?.2
is professional judgenent. There i.s no specific study to rhich these
values can be tlaced.
Because of the vagueness of the interpretation scheme in the UK it is
virtually impossible to estimate on the chance of arriving at an in-
correct decision.

As a practical gruideline for the industry corurpliance with the linits
is assumed when 90t of the exposure values are below the lisit.
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8.7.2 Eedcral. Republic of Germany

the FRG uses a fixed interprecation scheme, which is inflexible as to
conclusions deri.ved from a certain set of data. when he has to decide
on compliance, non-compriance or permanent.ly assured compliance, the
professional judgement of the person conduct.ing the evaluation is not
taken into account. Anyone following the interpretation scheme should.
arrive at the same conclusion when starting with the same set of mea-
surement data.
This approach has the advantage that it guarantees the uniformity of
decisions, as well as possible legal and financial consequences, bet-
ter than does the flexible scheme used in the UK.

one drawback is that it is more difficult to take into account what is
reasonably practicable in a certain situation. Another is that all
conclusions may seen evident with a fixed interpretation scheme, but
as there are no strict rules for the estabLishment of the routine mon-
itoring method a conclusion is not more relia.ble than the professional
judgement of the person who established the procedure for the routine
monitoring.
A very fixed interpretation scheme is not easiry reconcired with one
of the very import,ant reconsiderations of the rRGs 402 that it has not
to be taken too Literally, but that it ia to be interpreted. nore as a
guidance note secting future goa1s.

The routine monitoring prescribes that a following measurement has to
be done before a certain cime has passed (161 32 or 64 weeks). rf
within that period a measurement. is done which gi.ves a high resurt
there is no proscription to do a new measurement, as long as it is
within the fixed time period, and report. that new measurements as the
result of t,he routi.ne monitoring. By chance alone one has to expect
occasional high concentratj.ons in a situation where as a rule t.here is
compliance.

rn the statisticar interpretation in 5.7.2 of neasurement data certain
assumptions are made on the confidence of the test and the proportion
of exposures which lie below the linit value.
fn method B the OTL (one-sided tolerance limits) approach of Tuggle
[14] is used.
In order to conclude to compJ.iance a confidence leveI of 95* (the pro-
bability of making an incorrect decision is 5t) and proportion (p) of
95t tested to be less than the limit are used. As the standard devia-
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tion of the measured values is used in the calculation, there is no
specific alrlruqrtion about the flustuation of the data.

In Eethod A it is not quite clear rhich GSD or rhich confidence level T
is assr:med.

The statistical method presented in l1l to decide on compliance is
nuch stricter than the Lntetpretation scheme in the guidance note [31.
As ref. t?l is a gruidance to a guidance note, presr:mably [3] has the
preference. fn practLce it is highly improbable that people rill go on
noaitoring to arrive at a conclusion by neans of a statistical
calcuLation if they can arrive at the sene conclusion with one mea-
surement.

The fact that the statistical approach is nuch stricter than the in-
terpretation scheae, shors that the scheEe leaves quite sorne room fof
incorrect decisions. Thege, of courge, rill becone legs shen more nea-
surenents are done that indj.cate coq)liance.

In the interyretation schene Ln the FRG (see Figure 3) there is a pos-
sibility to consider if corrective measures rould be suitable before
coming back for ner measurements. In the text t3l this step is not
elaborated any further, rhich is a pity. fhis could have been a link
t,o the [rK approach of keeping the lewels ag lor as is reason't^ly prac-
ticable.'In [15] there is sone reference to this consideration. If the
oonitoring frequency is high because concentrations are near the lia-
it, the cost of monitoring rill be higher. A cost/benefit analysis can
be used to evaluate if it is cheaper to reduce the concentrations and
as a consequenee the nonitoring frequency.

The pre-condition for the use of a statistical method to determine
coryliance is that the oeasurenent valueg are distributed Iog-nornal-
ly. For large series of envi.ronmental data this mostly is the case
lL1, 13, zLl but for short series deternination of log'-normality is
virtually irpossible. In prast.ice a test c:rn be done if the possibiti-
ty of a log-norilal distribution is to be ruled out. ftria test has a

low power.

In [16] tro illustrati.ve exaruples are given of the statisticaf method
(B) of dete:mining corpliance.
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rf the TllA/uAx for three EeasureBents is 0.2; 0.1 and 0.2 the conclu-
sion must be non-coupliance becausc {.6 < 7.66, even though the uea-
sured valueg are betreen one tenth and onc ftfth of, the MAK value. rf
there is a series of fWA,/l.tAK of 0.?; 0.55 and 0.68 the conclusion is
corupliance because 10.5 > ?.55. rn the rast case arr the measured val-
ues are betreen half the lrlAx value and the !lAK, but because gf the
small fluctuation in the values the ctatisticar approach reads t,o the
conclusion of coryliance.Even though the last situation froo a hygien-
ists point of vier needg careful consideration of possible corrective
aeasureg.

Another srtatigtical nethod which has been used in the FRG is based, on
the Markov-process 1221. rt has been developed for the detemination
of coryriance f,or the yearly average dust concentrations [1g1. The re-
sult not onry depends on the cu and GSD but arso on the saq>J.ing tine
and the intervar betreen the last tt,o samples. .is the ner reference
time is the shift lengith, this approach geens to be out, of usre nor.

8.7.3 Uait.d St.t.r ol lorr:Lcr

rn the regrulatory NrosE scheae interlrretation of the initiar assess-
ment is strictly on the basis of professional Judgenent.
rn the (non-) routine monitoring phase a rigid statistical method is
used to crassify e:q)osures. Decisions are Eade according t,o a fixed
decision schere and no judgement of the person doing the interpreta-
tion is requj.red.
Although this guaranteea indisputable decisions, the ultir4ate concLu-
sions can never be more reliable than the professional judgeoent, Fsed,
to detemine the need for uonitoring and to select the target popura-
tion.
rn section 8.1.3 ve arready pointed to some of the linitations of the
NIOSE scheme. Since decisions are based on only one or, at &ost, two
(consecutive) exposure estinates, a significant probabirity exists for
naking incorrect decisions.
Tuggle t141 proposed an argurented monitoring strategry that uses all
the data colrected, instead of onry the last one and possibly the one
preceding. Ee consideres exposure variabirity (GSD) and mean exposure
(GM) .

The procedure is based on one-sided tolerance limits (OTL) for di-
cision making, assuming a log-noanal distribution of erq)osures.
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The OTL approach can ansirer such questions as: are we 95* confident
that less than 5t of all exposures in a wor\rlace are a.bove the linit
value. Any other criterion for a confidence level or fraction of
exceedance can be chosen. A test criterion incorporating how nuch a

mean exposure (xr) is below or above a limit value (Sm) and the expo-
sure variability (st) are corryared to an one-sided tolerance factor (K)

found in standard tables (Figure 6).
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Figurc 7 OTL decision scheme [14].

To start the scheee at least three random measurements are required.
In the follor-up monitoring all previous sarples are also considered,
shen making decisions.
Tuggle's OfL technique is incorporated in the reconnended monitoring
strategies in the Federal Republic of Germany and Belgiun. ghe prin-
ciple is incorporated in many rin-houser strategies in the United
States of Anerica [39, 40, 41].
tl1e advantage of the technique is that it combines a statistical and
graphical technique.
For instance, one can easily estimate the expected number of samples
required to reach the acceptable zone. Given point C (the result of
five measurenents), it can be seen that an expected nr:mber of 5 addi-
tional aeasurements are needed to reach a decision.
In the overall, the OTL scheme is rather conservative in the number of
sanples to be taken, particularly when the actual fraction of expo-
sures above the limit value approaches the arbitrary limit (1-p -
0.05). Two factors contribute to this conservativeness, (1) the rela-
tive freedon of assumptions (no professional judgernent is taken into
account) and (2) the rather high confidence levels used [14].
If the e:lposure data are not stable over time, competent professional
judgement may be used to censor some of the earlier exposure esti-
mates. Thus, if uore recent exposure. data, instead of al.l data, are
used the tolerance limits may become thighter and decisions can be

'rhgffH
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nade more rapidly t26]. Several in-house strategies have also coped
rith the problen of the high nunber of sa.uples required to achieve
tight confidence linits around the fraction of exposure (p) belor the
linit value.
The Dor rtrategy nakes distinction betreen chenicals rith effects
which are dose-rate independent and chenicals rith effests rhich are
highly dose-rate dependent [39t.
In the latter cdse one should be 95t (T - 0.95) sure of p (in this case
p - 0.95) in the other case the best estiDate of the nedian value of p
is appropriate.

The AICOA strategy ig rnore permissive t401. The one-sided toleraace
level for p - 0.90 (90th percentile) is est,iaated at the confidence
leve1 ? - 0.90 for substances classified as highly toxic and at the
confidence level T - 0.70 for substances rith lor toxicity. Borever,
any result exceeding the PEL is investigated. The nininum nr:mber of
sauples to estinate the tolerance levels is still five in this strate-
gy. lhe ALCOA rin-houger strategry is shown in Figrure 8.
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The ninimr.rn baseline describes the magnitude and rangfe of exposules
for a job class or task, based on at Ieast five sa.urtrrles collected ove!
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two different days. After a base line has been collected, routine mo-
nit.oring is done according to a scheme presented in Table 5.

Iable 5 Periodic sarapling frequency and sarrple size for routine mon-
itoring after baseline data have been collected [401.

PERIODTC SrIPLI:IC
G.omatric man Iosicity
of basclinc
data (Gu)

ItrEgUE![CY

Appro:ilrat.
rerqrling
frcquency

in yea=s

PIRIODIC SIUPLE !'TZE

tru6.r of G.ortllc l{ini.arD

ouqrloyces ltandard nunber of
in Job deviation sanplos (n)

Clarr (N) of baselina
d.t. (GsD)

<50t the PEL

250t the PEL

trigh
low

high
Ior

2

3

0.5
1

<2.00
>2.00

<2.00
>2.00

<30

>30

Since OTL schenes allor for some possible overexposure, Leidel and
Busch [26] rarned that the fraction (p) desired to be less than a lim-
it value should be assessed by careful judgement taking account of:
- the nature of the health hazard (acute/chronic),.
- the severity of the hazard (nuisance, carcinogen, lethal),.
- the lprotection factorr of the linit value;
- possible economic and legal considerations.

In this respect an essential prelininary for this tl.;>e of statistics
is that the precise neaning of the occupational e:<posure linit is es-
tablished. Are liGits never to be exceeded or [ay they be exceeded at
some finite frequency of occurrence? Will this frequency be different
froro one substance to another? Groups setting the lieit standards do
not usual]-y specify all the par.rmeters the statisticj-an needs. E:<po-

sure limits have no precise meaning sj.thout the measuring strate!ry to
be associated with it.

More recently Selvin [49] commented on the one-sided tolerance limits
approach. Apart from the large nuribeirs of observati.ons necessary to
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reach a statistical decision in 6ost cases, perhaps the general weak-
ness of the OTL approach is that it is not optimal for characterising
mean erqrosure and its associated health risk. Since OTL focus on the
right tail of the distribution irportant additional information on the
mean and variance of the distribution is lost which may be of toxico-
logj.ca1 importance. That is, OTL cannot be used to differentiate be-
trreen high-nean, low variance and low-mean, high variance distrj.-
butions.
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ABBRE\ZAAIOIS .IITD STANBOLS

ACGrH Anerican conference of Governmental rndustrial
Hygienists.

AgA Ausschu8 fiir geflhrliche Arbeitsstoffe
AGS Ausschu8 fiir Gefahrstoffe
AL Actionlevel
A!, Arithmetic rnean

BAT Biologische Arbeitsstoffetoleranzrrert,e
BAU Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit,sschutz
BIA Bundesgenossenschaftliches Inst.itut fiir Arbeits_

sicherheit

Ct, Cz Concentration of constituent L, 2 etc, in air
c1-t c2 Concentration of saurlrling period 1, 2 etc.
CEFIC Conseil European des Federat,ion de lrlndustrie

Chinique
CID Center of Infomation and Docunentation TNO

COSHE Control of subst,ances hazardous to health

DFG Deut sche Forschungsgeneinschaft

EC European Cornmrnity
EH-42 Guidance note EH-42: monitoring strategies for

t,oxic substances

FCG

ERG

Gefstoff v
@,1

GSD

HQ

HSC

IISE

HS$I Act

I

Field Consultant Group
Federal Republic of Gentany

Ge f ahrst o f fvero rdnun g
Geomet,rical mean

Geometrical standard deviation

Beadquarters
Eealth and Safety Corunission
EeaLth and Safety Execut.ive
Eealth and Safety at work Act

fndex of exposure to a mixture
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K

L
LL, L2

LCL

LSV

1n

One-sided tolerance factor

Limit value
Exposule limit value of constituent L, 2 egc.
Lower confidence limit
Local exhaust ventilation
Natural logarithm with I as a base

Occupational hygiene visit report data base
Occupational Safety and Eealth Agency

One-sided tolerance limit

Proportion of exposures tested to be less than
the limit value
Probability
Personal air sampling
Permj.ssible exposure limit

Respiratory protective equipment

mI Mean of the logtransformed data
l,tAX Maximal.en Albeitsplatzkonzentration
t{AK1,t{AK2 l.lAl(-va1ue of constituent L, 2 etc.
MDHS Methods for the detemination of hazardous sub-

stances
MSDS Material safety data sheet

n Nurnber of samples/nr.rnber of workers in a sub-
grouP

N Number of workerg in a homog'eneous population
NEDB National exposure data base of ESE

NIOSH National Institute of Occupat.ional Safet.y and
Eealth

OE\IR

OSHA

oTI,

p

RPE

P

PAS

PEL

s Standard deviation by n-1 method
sI Standard deviation of log transformed data
STD Standard (any occupational hygiene standard for

a chemical)
STEL Short time e:q)osure limit value
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TL, T2 Duration of exposure to constituent 1, 2 etc. in
hourg

tl, t2 Duration of salqrling of period !, 2 in hours
TLV Threshold linit value
TRgA Technische Regeln fiir gefahrliche Arbeitsstoffe
IRGS IEchnische Regeln fiir Gefahrstoffe
fRK , Technische Richtkonzentrationen
TWA Time weighted average concentration
TWAi Time weighted shift average concentrat.ion on day

i
IWAi* Natural logarithn of the quot,ient of TWAi and

!{AK
ffi Average of the log transformed quotient of TWAi

and !!AI(

8-h TI{A Time weighted average over 8 hours

UCL

T'K

USA

UTL

vcM

Upper confidence limit
United Kingdom

United States of America
USrper tolerance Liurit

Vinyl chloride noaoner

ICAA Working area analysis 1-4s5"itsbereichanalyse)
WPC g0ork practice control

i. Average exposure
F1 Arithmetic mean of a lognormal ctistribution of

exposures.

Va1ue of the standard normal varialrle

Confidence lieit of OTL-test.

Sum

z

T

E
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Appendix B

()
Health and Safety ExeBtive

Fl9 Visit report

-Summary sheet

Fl9 File no.

OHVR Accession no.

Date of reort

Subiect ot report
(block capsl

Area no/Pl group no.
(or other ino*torate)
Area (namel

Copi6 f or : SS I ( FCG l/Pl /SEMA ldeletc aE app ropriate I

Summary sheer to :SSl(Fl9l/AD/OHVR

Other: :

Name of firm
(block caps)

Address

Pecons seen
(Names and positions)

VLitcd by

Date of visit

FCG file no.

Rel€vant papers
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Appendix D

EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE MEASUREMENT RECORO

Ar!a ..........-Facillty .._.-*..-

SamDlcd b,

Tcmpcraturc

'Sample #-.--..-. Employac ntme . .. ssr ........................

Opcration(sl moni torcd

Tygc ol samplcr Pcrsonal

Opcratlng conditions and control mcthod3

Timc on .--.*. fimc otl

Evidencr of accu.acy

Renurkr, posslbls interrcrencrs, lction takrn. !tc,

Results of sample analysls or instrumcnt rcadin3

Erposure ol employec (lndleatc &hr ayarlg! or l5 mint and samplr numbers it is based on




